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Pretty Fashions Good Medicine
That's probably what the Auxiliary to the FultonCounty Medical Society proposes as good therapyfor the holiday rush ....that and scholarships for de-serving students too! Anyhow you can judge forircurself the success of the annual fashion showheld by the organization at the Derby Restaurant
-on December 1.
For Small Fry party.goers Leigh Ann McAlister, Rick Cardwell and
Michelle Homra model "just right" garments for the occasion.
Lovely to look at, Ronnie Bennett says as he glances at his modelingcompanions Mrs. Wilburn Allen and Debbie Homra.
In stin with ultra-fashion are Sally Hall, Darlene Roberts and Mrs.Max McDade, all dressed and going somewhere tool
(More Photos On Inside Pages)
(Original copies of photos at 70 cents each)
Ons Of kentuckv's
Better Week1y Papers
The News has won awards for out-standing excellence every year IIhas boon submitted In judging con-tests.
Volume Thirty-Five Fulton, 42041, Fulton
TWO SECTIONS
16 PAGES
16c
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Ugsiversity of Kentucky,
Some Of America's Most Influential Firms OfferCompliments To Twin Cities For Friendship Center
(An Editorial)
Last week, a high-ranking official
of Spindletop Research Institute cameto Fulton to discuss with members ofthe Fulton Civic Center Authoritysome pertinent facts concerning the
establishment here of the proposedLatin-American Friendship Center.It is well known to you now thatthe Economic Development Adminis-tration in Washington has allocated$17,500.00 to do a feasibility study onthe proposed facility, which in itselfis an indication of the esteem and ad-
miration with which our Banana Fes-tival and our community is held. It isgratifying to all of us, we are sure, to
contemplate the accomplishments wehave made in community develop-
ment and in the field of people-to-people diplomacy with our Latin-American friends.
But more than that, as an officer
of the Civic Center Authority, this
writer is constantly amazed at thepersonal interest and enthusiasm thathas been manifest by the giganticfirms that are seeking to do the feasi-bility study on the Friendship Center.
Last week, a representative ofErnst and Ernst, one of the largestfirms of consulting and managementfirms in the world called to get cer-tain information about our communi-ty (much of which he already knew
since the firm represented Ferry-Morse in locating the seed firm here.)
While the representative admit-
Jottings
Frors
Jo
Notebook
You can so teach an old dog new
tricks! The older the dog, the
easier to teach.
For all the years that I agonized
through those times when the chil-dren had to bring candy, pies,
cookies, to some kind of a party
or another, I suffered over my in-
ability to make a single dessertfittin' to eat. I usually called uponfriends to make such delicacies for
me, or had other parents make
them for me, in exchange for some
other duty that was to be perform-
ed for the event in mention.
Now that both children are awayin school, and periodically hint thatthey would like some "goodies" Ihave found myself without friend
or source to do this chore for me,
since it is a long-range program
that will eventually exhaust the
avenues of friendship, if it persists.
But also, the old saying that afriend in need is a friend indeed,became more than an old clichelast week. While bemoaning thfact in the office that R. Paul wa
to have his exams this week an
wanted some "goodies" to ea
while he was keeping late hours
the "study department," I remark
ed that if it killed me I was gointo make him some fudge.
To which Connie Pawlukiewic
replied: "That's no problem.have a recipe for fudge that evyou can make, that takes all ofive minutes." Annabelle and
thought the gal had flipped unt'
she gave us the recipe, we tried i
and now we're living in a world o
sweet fame.
Here's the recipe. It's fool prooIt's delicious! And simple',,, trit yourself.
Get a can of condensed milk, thkind you make ice box pies with
Get a 49 cents package of chocolate chips.
Get a cup of nuts, more if yolike.
Pour the condensed milk, withthe chocolate chips, with the nuts,in a pan ALL AT THE SAMETIME.
Heat the ingredients, stirring, un-(Continued oti P..ge MOW
teu that his inquiry was for specificInformation, he likewise volunteered
many complimentary statements
abiut the strides that have been madeto make the Festival a living, breath-.:.
Ea
rv_ diplomatic mission, with the re-ultant possibility of the Latin-Ameri-
n Friendship Center, which should
make these twin cities the mecca forinternational gatherings in the yearsto come.
In addition to the Washington of-fice of Ernst and Ernst, several
other large consulting engineeringfirms have called this writer, express-ing the same enthusiasm for the pro-ject. The program officer in the EDA
office in Washington told us this
week that five nationally-knownfirms had made special trips to Wash-ingtcn seeking the contract, not be-
cause of the monetary consideration(it is a tiny one •by comparison to
others) but because these firms wantthe prestige of working on such a uni-que, interesting and significant instal-lation.
We think that a rather nice com-pliment for us to receive. We pointthis out to you so that you will have
something to talk about when theCenter is mentioned.
In this light we think that a re-
cent article in the Courier-Journal,
written by Joe Creason, will have a
similar interest to you.
Here it is:
(Continued OnPage Two)
Number 50
Federal Highway Cutback
Ni To Affect Parkway
President Johnson's executive order of last month,withholding some $1.1 billion of federal road allotmentsfrom the States for the next six months, will not affectcontinued construction of the Purchase Parkway fromFulton to Gilbertsville, The News was informed today.The executive order applies to interstate and otherconstruction involving the partial use of federal funds;the Purchase Parkway, a toll road financed entirelyfrom the issuance of revenue bonds, does not fall in thiscategory.
Contracts have already been
awarded on the Parkway, and workis underway along its entire length,including that portion around the
west side of Fulton to the Te
see line,.
Elsewhere, however, the fund
cutback will mean curtailment of
planned work, lay-offs in the road-building industry, and a generaldelay in the continuance of Fed-
erally-assisted road construction.
Former Kentucky Highway Com-
missioner Henry Ward, terming
the order "completely unrealistic",
and "unfair to Kentucky", charged
that, in addition to cutting State
allotments from $43.3 million to$29.2 million already-announced for
the period through June, also
"freezes carry-over funds from thelast fiscal year". The amount of
such lands is about $30 milliOn. ac-
; cording to Ward's successor. High-
way Commissioner Mitchell Tinder.
Johnson announced the cutback
in federal highway construction
fund: three weeks ago, citing the
cast of the war in Vietnam and
anti-inflationary pressures as rea-
sons.
The funds are matched with state
money for road construction, with
South Fulton Baptist
Church To Goa
 
Carolling
The members of the South Ful-ton Baptist Church will don coats
and gloves Thursday night to bravethe chilling winds and sing carolsto the community. They will singin both hospitals and in other stna•tegic places within the community.Ron Cruse, Minister of Music forthe church will lead the carolers.
"We hope to keep the minds andhearts of our community thinkingtoward the true meaning of Christ-mas," Bro. Gerald stow, pastor ofthe church said.
MuSICAL AFTERNOON
Following attendance at the
Methodist Church last Sunday af-
ternoon, December 11, to hear the
Murray State choir Christmas con-
cert, the Beethoven- Club held itsChristmas party at the Derby. Re-freshments were served by the
sponsors, Mrs. T. E. Wilson andMrs. Tillman Adams, and mem-bers exchanged gifts.
TV PROGRAM!
Mrs. June W. Smith, associateprofessor of education at MurrayState University, will be featured
at 3:30 p. m. Saturday in a' Christ-
mas program to be telecast overWPSD-TV, Channel 6, Paducah,
Legion, Auxiliary
Party Monday Nile
Thp Marshall Alexander Post No.
72 of the American Legion and
Auxiliary will hold it's Christmas
meeting Monday night December
19, in the I.egion home at 6:30.
Baked ham will be -furnished
the Legion and ladies are requested
to bring other foods.
An entertaining program has
been arranged by Mrs. Phil l'ark-
er, chairman of the music commit
tee. Members are requested tobring food for a needy family.
Shopping Beiter Than Photographer In
THE IDEA WAS GOOD, BUT THE PHOTOGRAPHER WASN'Ttwin city •res. Can't get the bi-focals and the lenses to synchronize,Bardwell likes what he sees at Wade Furniture Company in Fulton asoff their warn. In the photo at right, Mrs. Joe Denton (standing) offort of • chair at Wade's on Lake Street
the federal goiernment providing90 per cent of the cost in the inter-
state program and 40 per cent in
most other joint programs.
According to Johnson's order, thefunds are only being withheld tem-porarily and will be credited to theslate's accounts for release later.However. Ward claimed the or-der unduly penalizes Kentucky fora practice it has developed to take
advantage of seasonal variations inthe contracting business. While he
was commissioner, Ward said, theHighway Department converted itsconstruction program from the(Continued on Page Eight)
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING?
You bet ycu are!—And here's
,Orr, lhirg Cla. will be a LOT
of help to you:
Today's NEWS brings you
week-end ,nd Christmas spec-ials f.-o-n three top grocery
stores. You'll find the A&P adin this section and double-page
ads from Piggly-Wiggly on
pages 2 and 3 of the second sec•
tion, and from E. W. James
en pages 4 and 5 of the second
section.
And as for helpful, timely gift
specials from most of the other
merchants of Fulton .. . you'll
find their ads in today's paper.
Advertising is NEWS, too ...
especially at this time of the
yearl Read all of our ads;
they're full of what's NEW,
what's TIMELY, what's SPEC-
IAL for your Christmas shop-
I.st.
They're the "best buys" in
townl
Twin Cities
as these rendem shots indicate the brisk shopping being done in thebut at least you can see in the photo upper left that 011ie Bowen of
"Hammering Hank" Bethel (center) and Nathan Wade enjoy showingBardwell takes a good look-see as Mrs. 011ie Denton tries out the corn.(Other Shopping Photos On Inside Pages)
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Local Merchants Have Prepared For Your
Every Gift-giving Need; Patronize Them
It is that time of year when we
usually feel compelled to urge a "Buy
At Home" program on Twin City
shoppers and consumers. This is a
good policy year-round, but the pre-
Christmas shopping binge is the big-..
gest economic "shot in the arm" that
our area gets, and it seems particular-
ly advisable to press the "Buy At
Home" idea at this time.
Most of our city's merchants
have been getting ready for Christ-
mas for several months. Local stores
are well stocked, and the merchandise
is being beautifully displayed.
The stores also are trying to
make shopping as convenient as possi-
ble for area residents, and for the
most part parking and traffic prob-
lems should be reduced to a mini-
mum. Early shoppers also should find
the stores not too crowded and cleri-
cal assistance readily available.
In most cases, too, prices will
compare favorably with those found
in larger shopping centers and, at
home, one doesn't have to fight the
crowds generally associated with
these larger retail marts.
The importance to our local eco-
nomy cannot be emphasized too
much. Every dollar that we can keep
in the Twin Cities means special
benefits for local business and for the
local community.
We will admit that some unique
items may not be available here and
that purchasers may on occasion have
to look afar for such purchases. But
before you think of going out of town
to do your shopping, at least give
the Twin City merchants a chance.
Clothes Bank Helps Friendship Center
People Help Themselves
In our service to persons in need
there is a fine line between helpful as-
sistance and the kind of giving which
makes those persons completely de-
pendent on our help. Causing a person
to become dependent on our help robs
him of the all-important feelings of
self-sufficiency and self-respect and
in the end renders him a disservice.
Our greatest service is done in sup-
plementing what the person is able to
do for himself, all the while-encourag-
ing him to do more and more for him-
self.
Our Fulton-Obion Counties
Clothes Bank has taken this principle
into account in the formulation of its
rules of operation. Persons who with-
draw clothing from the Clothes Bank
are limited in the amounts they may
take and are limited to a total of three
withdrawals per year. In this way the
Clothes Bank is able to provide much-
needed assistance to many families in
the area without allowing anyone to
get into the position of becoming de-
pendent on the Clothes Bank for all
his clothing. In order to receive cloth-
ing from the Clothes Bank a person
must have an authorization slip
signed by a school principal, a teach-
er, a health nurse, a welfare worker,
a minister, or a County Health Cen-
ter.
In order to provide this service
the Clothes Bank depends on dona-
tions of serviceable used clothing
-fro zi persons throughout the area.
This is where you can help! Please do.
Oh My Aching Head!
HARRISONBURG, VA., NEWS-
RECORD: "Dr. John D. Dougherty of
the Harvard School of Public Health
is one of a growing number of scien-
tists who are taking a look at noise in
contemporary society and its effects,
apparently, are considerable. . A re-
searcher on hearing problems, Dr.
Dougherty contends noise levels in
many environments have reached the
point they are causing serious hearing
impairments . .. As examples of how
noisy everyday contrivances have
become, the researcher notes indus-
trial studies which have shown that
continued exposure to a noise level of
80 decibels has resulted in loss of
hearing. Yet, such ordinary appli-
ances as food blenders are rated at 93
decibels, a loud lawn mower at 107
decibels and a subway train at 95."
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at TN Commercial kre, Platen. Ky. nig
Second - class portage paid at Puttee, Ky. MIL
Address ell mall (subigeliptiews, chews of ad.
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(Continued From Page One)
ONE OF THE MOST successful
promotions to be inaugurated in these
parts in many a moon is Fulton's In-
ternational Banana Festival, which is
held on a weekend in late September
each year.
The growth in attendance and
prestige of the festival, only four
years old, is elaborate proof that, like
the old saw contends, mighty oaks
really do start as tiny acorns.
It started humbly as strictly a
local gimmick to publicize the fact
that almost every stalk of bananas
headed for mid-America passes
through Fulton, a rail junction point
straddling the Kentucky-Tennessee
line. Now the festival is truly interna-
tional in scope, with some eight ba-
nana-growing nations participating.
Even the U. S. State Department
is using the festival as a vehicle to
promote good neighbor relations. And
last month the Department of Com-
merce allocated $17,500.00 to de-
velop in Fulton a year-around cen-
ter for Latin American arts, crafts
and culture.
Good taste, hard work and per-
sistence perhaps explain why the fes-
tival has grown so rapidly. A previ-
ously unreported example of the per-
sistence of the promoters — not to
mention the high regard Washington
holds for the festival—cropped up at
this year's renewal.
A major event, scheduled for
Sept. 30, was Governors' Day, at
which Ned Breathitt and Frank Cle-
ment, governors of Kentucky and
Tennessee, respectively, were to be
honored guests. However, on the
Wednesday before the day, both gov-
ernors were among a group hastily
summoned to the White House by
President Johnson to discuss infla-
tion.
That left the festival more or less
holding the banana peeling since, af-
ter all, what's a Governors' Day with-
out a governor or two?
One of the festival's prime mov-
ers, Mrs. Jo Westpheling, took the di-
rect approach to settle the matter.
She picked up the phone, called the
office of presidential aide Bill Moyers
and had a very frank conversation
about the festival and what it was
trying to do for Latin American rela-
tions.
The call got rapid results. Al-
most immediately Moyers' office con-
tacted the two governors and told
them the President would be glad to
reschedule their meeting in order
that they might appear at Fulton.
Which proves what Washington
thinks about a festival which started
as little more than a wouldn't-it-be-
nice type of coffee-break conversa-
tional piece.
r 11111,011111P 
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KEEP ON THINKING
When a fellow stops his thinking
And deliberately starts sinking
In despondency, admitting that he's sick,
Giving up his mental go-go,
He's as dead as any dodo,
And you might as well go bury him right quick.
There's a philosophic unction,
That, so long as mind can function,
You had better go on living at your best.
There's a vital spark within you
That controls nerve and sinew.
It's the mind that puts the body to the test.
Some of mankind's best achievements
Have been built upon bereavements.
Mister Milton just kept on when he was blind.
So don't spent your strength in sighing;
Though it's rough, just keep on trying,
And don't let some little sickness kill your mind.
— Kelly O'Neall
Our
Christian
Heritage
ALL WE NEED TO DO TO LOSE
Some years ago, General Carlos
Romulo of the Philippines made
this striking statement to the
American people. He said, "All
Americans need to do to lose is to
keep on doing what they have been
doing. All the Communists need to
do to win is to keep on doing what
they have done." In other words,
the Communists do not need to
change their strategy, but we
Americans need to change ours.
It is very important that we re-
member the assessment which
Cleon Skousen made of Communist
progress in a seminar last summer
when he said:
"The thing I want you to remem-
ber is that the Communists are
jubilant; they just think they are
making more progress in the
United States than any other place
in the world . . . I have been to
Europe just recently and Com-
munists are being resisted almost
everywhere but in the United
States, and in the United States
they have made more progress in
the last eighteen months than they
have at any time in the last twenty
years."
The United States Is The Crucial
Aria of The World
The Almighty God has put into
our hands the power to influence
world history because the United
States is the pivotal area in world
affairs. Any change which comes
(Continued on Page Seven)
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By Brenda
DECEMBER
by
AILEEN FISHER
I like days
with a snow-white collar,
and nights when the moon
is a silver dollar,
and hills are filled
with tiderdolim stuffing
aid your breath makes smoke
U.-, an engine puffing.
I like days
when feathers are snowing,
and all the eaves
have petticoats showing,
and the air is cold,
and the wires are humming,
but you feel all warm .. .
with Christmas coming!”-.
With Christmas fastly aproacb-
ing, this week we shall examine
some of the Christmas books that
can be found at the library.
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU
compiled by Wilhelmina Harper.
This popular and highly praised
volume contains stories of the first
Christmas in Bethlehem, of mod-
ern day Christmases in Australia
and the United States, and legends
and fairy tales all illuminating in
• =MOO •
errteentrnmour,,,Itiettr,,,etrommourrtlneettentineenantellner1
Commerr
RowleH
their different ways the joy and
wonder of this very special holiday
season. For holiday story-telling
hours, MERRY CHRISTMAS TO
YOU is the perfect book for the
family bookshelf, and its twenty-
six carefully chosen selections
make delightful reading at any
time of year.
THE DAYS WE CELEBRATE
edited by Robert Haven Schauffler.
This book contains 7 plays and
pageants, 48 poems, 12 -essays, 5
stories, and 17 games and other ac-
tivities to be used throughout the
Christmas Holiday season. It is
ideal for any group planning a
play, or for anyone wanting to tell
stories of the Christmas season.
CHRISTMAS WITH ED SULLI-
VAN. "As the years went by, I dis-
covered Christmas is a day that
must be shared with others . . ."
It is Ed Sullivan speaking in the
introduction to this heart-warming
and wonderful book, sharing his
own Christmas memories—those
of dozens of his most celebrated
friends—in a joyous and memor-
able feast of holiday legends, tales,
and meditations. Host to 35,000,000
Americans every Sunday night,
FROM THE FILES:—
and a nationally syndicated col-
umnist, Ed Sullivan opens the book
with his own poignant and moving
story, "A journey through many
Christmases," which recounts,
from his boyhood through his rise
to fame, the holiday seasons he
remembers all over the world—
some of them deeply inspirational,
others sparkling with joy and fun.
They include the personal stories
Ed Sullivan has related to his fam-
ily and close friends at Christmas-
time, and had always wanted to
write down and put together into
a book someday. And here it is—
as entertaining and unbounded as
the Ed Sullivan Show itself.
CHRISTMAS AND ITS CUSTOMS
by Christina Hole. This charming
little book was written with rever-
ence, affection, and delight by one
of England's leading writers on
folklore. It tells the whole fascinat-
ing story of Christmas the world
over, from the beginning to the
present. Aside from religious ob-
servances, we Americans take
Santa Clam, presents, Wily, trees,
carol singing, and all the other
pleasant Christmas customs very
much for granted. How intriguing
it is to follow Christina Hole as she
traces them to their origins! Many
of our cherished traditions are
buried deep in the pagan past. In
fact, when Christmas was first of-
ficially established, the date coin-
cided with ancient celebrations of
the sun's rebirth at the winter
solstice. The Church saw no reason
to destroy the old customs, and so
they were adapted to fit our cele-
bration of the birth of Christ. Each
country added its own ancient lore
to the melting pot of Christmas
tradition, hence the variety and
diversity that exist throughout the
world.
SATURDAY THE RABBI WENT
HUNGRY, by Harry Kemelman.
This is even better than the prize-
winning and best-selling Friday the
Rabbi Slept Late. A joyous novel of
people and their problems. Mr.
Kemelman has endowed the book
with so much skill and humor that
it makes very pleasant reading.
THE WINGS OF MADNESS, by
Judson Philips. A Peter Styles
Mystery Novel. They assassinated
Sam Minafee in the shade of the
ancient elms on the Village Green.
He was making a speech against
wars. The assassin, torn to pieces
by the crowd, was a nothing, a
zero, brought across the threshold
of murder by fanatical under-
ground conspiracy. Very exciting.
THE GENERAL'S WIFE, by
Ishbel Ross. This is the first bio-
graphy of a figure strangely neg-
lected in our national annals. For
Julia Dent Grant, wife of General
Ulysses S .Grant, profoundly af-
fected the course of American his-
tory. She played, in fact, a decisive
part in the career of the great
General, into whose heart and mind
Miss Ross's book gives and un-
precedented glimpse.
.6.
3
Tiring liack The Clock
December 13, 1946
Paul Bryant, head coach of the University of Ken-
tucky, was the principal speaker at the annual football
banquet held last Friday night in Carr Institute cafe-
teria under the auspices of the Fulton Rotary Club. The
occasion was arranged in honor of the 1946 Fulton High
football team. Billy Mac Bone and Tip Nelms, called the
"best pair of ends in the state" by Superintendent Law-
rence Holland were named co-captains of the Bulldogs
next year.
A barbecue dinner meeting was enjoyed by mem-
bers of the Young Men's Business Club Tuesday night.
Dan Henry, Adrian McDade and Edward Benedict were
admitted as new members.
A new firm has opened its doors at 202 Church
Street and will be known as the McDade Furniture
Company, William McDade is the proprietor.
Charles E. Adams was elected president of the
Cayce Community Farm Bureau at their annual election
and banquet last Thursday night. Samuel E. Holly was
elected vice-president and W. H. Harrison was re-elected
secretary and treasurer.
C. A. Binford was re-elected by acclamation as pre-
sident of the Crutchfield Community Farm Bureau at
their annual election and banquet on December 4. Neal
Little, vice president, and J. R. Elliott, secretary-treas-
urer, were also re-elected by acclamation.
Minor fires were extinguished by the Fulton Fire
Department last week end. A panel truck, belonging to
Barney Finch, caught on fire on the Mayfield highway
and the fire truck was called; a stove pipe fell down at
the Elvis Myrick home and some smoke damage was
suffered; an oil stove blaze was extinguished at the
home of Thomas Dotty and family, about three miles
north of Fulton, owned by Raymond Pewitt.
ROUTE THREE, FULTON: A new gravel road is tobe started in this section soon, which is badly needed
and will be very much appreciated.
Alvin Foster and son, Dean Williams and J. C. Fos-
ter delivered some tobacco to Paducah Friday. Sold for241/.. to 27 cents per pound.
R. S. Gossum moves to his new home in Pilot Oak
this week end.
LATHAM: Chess Morrison has suffered much for
the past week with a broken shoulder. He was treated at
Haws Memorial Hospital last week.
ROCK SPRINGS: Several from this community at-
tended the Farm Bureau supper held at Crutchfield
school house on Wednesday night of last week.
MT. MORIAH: Tobacco sales at Mayfield have car-
ried many of our citizens there this week. Everything is
scarce and high.
Gravel has been spread on the road running from
the Parrish farm by the Oliver and Permenter farms to
the Curt M.uzzall farm.
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FHS School Spirit Supported By
Lively Cheerleading Squad of Six
Six tile girls support school spirit at FHS. Cheerleaders kneeling
are: Cindy Homra, junior; Captain Roma Foster, junior and Carolyn Al-
len, junior. Standing are Karen Tress, freshman; Rita Craven, junior;
and Rita Cash, a sophomore.
"From Th. FHS Kennel"
The cheerleading squad of FHS is
made up of six lively girls who
work hard to keep the spirit up at
Fulton High. Mrs. Cardwell is their
sponsor this year.
Roma Foster is the captain of
the cheerleaders this year. Roma,
a junior, has been a cheerleader
since her freshman year. She is an
officer in FHA and on the Kennel
staff. She is a member of the Quill
and Scroll and FTA. She was a
class officer her sophomore year
and also class personality her
sophomore year.
Save 25% of your fuel.
Have 6 inches of Fiber Glass
insulation blown in your attic.
TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main Bill Taylor
PHONE 472-1997
Cindy Homra, a junior, is a
member of FHA, FTA, the Kennel
staff and Quill and Scroll. She was
a class officer her freshman and
sophomore years and was a can-
didate for Miss Fl-IS her freshman
year. She was also a member of
the Homecoming Court this year.
Rita Craven is also a junior. This
is Rita's second year of cheer-
leading. She is an officer in FTA,
a member of FHA and was Home-
coming Queen candidate her fresh-
man year.
Carolyn Allen, a junior, is also
leading cheers for the second year.
She is a memb r of FHA, FTA,
Quill and Scroll and is on the Ken-
nel Staff. She was class personality
her freshman year.
Rita Cash ,a sophomore, was a
class . officer her freshman year
and is also an officer this year.
She is a member of FHA and was
Homecoming Queen last year.
Karen Tress is the only freshman
on the squad this year. A member
of FHA, Karen is also class officer
and Was -Homecoming Queen can-
didate this year.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. O. Powers
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Phone 472-1841 Phone 235-2293Greenfield. Tenn. 
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The Season Of Giving
(From The FHS Kennel)
May the spirit of the Prince of Peace enter into the
homes and hearts of all of us this season of sharing and
increase our friendship, our understanding, and our con-
sideration for others.
All of us inherit from the past. All we have came to
us from someone, somehow. None of us is really self-
made. It is hard to think of the hours and efforts of
others that have gone into the making of each of us—the
time of teachers who have taught us, the time of parents
and others who have loved, nourished and reared us.
The momept we were born we inherited all the art,
the literature, the monuments, the music, the beauty,
the buildings that someone else built.
We benefit by the tools and techniques that others
developed. We have learned by the trial and ern:it- of
others. All that this generation has couldn't have been
built in our time. All the truth we have wasn't discover-
ed in our time.
All of us are deeply indebted to the past. And any
man who says his life is his own is saying something that
isn't so. All of us are the product of those who have gone
before and of all that the Lord God has given. Each of us
has an obligation to others.
"What do we live for," said George Eliot, "if it is
not to make life less difficult for each other?" If we are
sincere, we shall prove it with our sharing and With our
service. Anything we keep selfishly to ourselves is not
fully enjoyed. When we have received something good,
we have an obligation to pass it on, one way or another.
In this season of giving, it is well that we all re-
member that we have received so much from the world
and those about us.
C. H.
Should Students Be Permitted To
Attend Courses During Free Time
FHS students and faculity member taking part in this issue's forum are:
Mrs. Johnson, Roma Foster, James McCarthy, and John Reed.
(From The FHS Kennel)
JAMES McCARTHY—
There are many factors involved
in the decision. I feel that a person
should only be allowed to leave
study hall and go to another class
?Who ships East
on the No.1
North-South
railroad?
Pacific fruit, vegetable Surprising for a great north-south
railroad? Not when you see Illinois Central'sand tree growers, dispatch freights rolling along nearly 1,000
miles of east-west railroad. Fast trains pick up wed coast
perishables, forest products, paper, grain and canned goods
at Omaha, rush them to Chicago on their way east. Other dispatch freights burry east
with fresh meats from Iowa's packing plants. Westbound, the trains carry the wares
of auto makers and other manufacturers. Nobody beats our east-west
schedules. But we're not satisfied. To better our service we are mak-
ing substantial investments in track and traffic control. Get the facts.
Ask any Illinois Central representative. MAIN LINE OF MID-AMERICA
that's who!
ILLINOIS •
CENTRAL
RAILmin=
if he has already had the clasi that
day. In this manner teachers would
still be free on quizes and review
tests.
Another factor is crowded class-
rooms. There should be a limit on
the number of observers allowed in
a class. The teacher should decide
at the end of a person's class whe-
ther they can come back for the
next class.
I feel they should not participate,
only review what they missed, also
they should remain the entire pe-
riod. Actually the teacher of the
specific class should control whe-
ther students come or not.
ROMA FOSTER—
Yes, I think this system would
help the students of F. It S. a
great deal. This would aid every
student who is weak in a certain
field and also help them get inter-
ested in new and different subjects.
This system would have to be
carried out in such a way so that
a student would have to work for
this privilege instead of going to
any class any time he wished to. If
a student is capable of making his
grades without using his study hall,
he would benefit more by sitting in
a class in which he is interested
than sitting in study-hall doing
nothing.
If this idea is not carried out
properly by both teacher and stu-
dent it could cause more damage
to a class than good.
JOHN REED--
Yes, I do think that students
should be allowed to take courses
during their study hall for non-
credit. This would provide a
chance for the studious young per-
son to observe classes which have
sections that he would be interest-
ed in. Although one might not like
the general course, he could sit in
on lectures which he feels would
help broaden his education. Also,
the student who took the course
earlier in his high school career
could observe class to help refresh
his memory, especially before tak-
ing college entrance examinations.
The classes which could be ob-
served would need to be limited
due to the subject matter and the
size of the class. Small classes
such as physics and speech would
be the most ideal to observe. Class-
es with teachers who give inter-
eating lectures would be among the
best. The students who would ob-
serve would have to assume com-
plete responsibility to cause no
type of disturbance while in the
class. The number of students
would have to be limited so as to
no interference.
The main purpose of such a pro-
gram would be to provide a plan
for the good student to gain useful
information on a voluntary basis.
MRS. JOHNSON—
Students' taking non-credit work
during study halls could be a pro-
fitable experience, but there are
many problems to be considered.
First, several classes are already
crowded, and the teachers have
enough to do to instruct the stu-
dents who are presently enrolled.
Second, the students taking these
non-credit courses would need to
be well screened. This process
would cover such areas as grades,
behavior, and reasons for auditing
a particular subject. Finally there
would need to be a prearranged
procedure for either evaluating
this special student or allowing him
to evaluate himself as a means of
determining his progress. Yet this
program could be important to the
serious student, permitting him to
take courses that he could not
otherwise schedule and alleviating
him of the free time that he often
finds on his hand in a study hall.
If such a program is put into effect
let us be serious about it and or-
ganize it so as to insure maximum
benefit for the student and mini-
mum burden for the teachers.
FHA Meets
"Parent-Teen Relationships" was
the program presented by Cindy
Homra at the meeting of the Fu-
ture Homemakers of America,
Wednesday, October 16 in the farm
room.
Brenda McBride, the club presi-
dent, conducted the meeting. The
chapter mothers present were
Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. Guy Up-
ton, Mrs. L. M. McBride and Mrs.
Charles Fields, Dee Fields present-
ed a devotional on friendship to go
along with the program, which was
presented with the help of several
members of the club.
THE ELDEST
The University of Louisville is the
oldest municipal university in the
United States.
Jones Is Announced Conservation
Essay Winner In FHS Contest
Pictured above are the school winnars in the 1966 Soil Conservation
Essay Contest. The winners are: Steve Jones, first place; Cindy hlomra,
second place; and Avery Hancock, third place.
"From The FHS Kennel"
The conservation winners have
'seen announced by Mr. Martin,
Winners are selected by F. H. S.
English teachers.
School winners are: first place,
Steve Jones; second, Cindy Horn-
ra; third, Avery Hancock. Senior
class winners are first, Steve Jones
arid second, Brenda McBride; Jun-
iors—first, Cindy Homra and sec-
ond, Jimmy Treas; Sophomores—
first, Avery Hancock and second,
Cathy Hyland; Freshman—first,
Karen Rice and second, James
l'awlukiewicz.
Local conservation themes will
be sent to be judged on a county
basis. If selected, thny will be sent
to the state level.
CHECK-MATE!
To assure accurate weight, in-
spectors of the Weights and Meas-
ures Division in the Kentucky De-
partment of Agriculture have check-
ed and verified scales in the State's
250 licensed burley tobacco sales
warehouses.
— SKR —
Fulton Insurance Agency
FOE TOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
' FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
9))
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Beautiful Lingerie ... by LoRRAiNE-.
IN LOVELY NYLON TRICOT . . . so delicately done. Naturally!
That's always true of Lorraine. Plus this: you're happy with the
styles, fabrics, sewmanship — even the prices!
• Matching briefs, p•tH pants, petticoats, slips, peignoirs, * Many colors for yourself, for gifts.
7/fleald,Scia
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HOSPITAL NEWS
To Observe Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan, popular residents of Cayce will Observe
their golden wedding anniv?rsary on Sunday. December 18 at the Cayce
Methodist Church. (Story on front page of News-Shopper.)
UK Graduates Look
More To Kslitucky
\I i..ration of University of Ken-
tucky graduates to other states is
decreasing even though nationwide
competition to hire them is grow-
ing every year. William A. Tolman,
associate professor of business ad-
ministration, says two factors ac-
count for the change: an increas-
ing number of industries locating
sizeable plants in Kentucky and
making available more and better
Mbs, and a growing desire among
UK seniors to find their futures
within the Commonwealth.
"Bargains in Brains," a 50-page
booklet containing the photo and
biography of each College of Busi-
ness and Economics senior who
wants a job, is mailed each Octo-
ber to over 2000 employers. Tol-
man concludes that the booklet "is
the finest aid any career-seeking
senior can have.
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
December 14:
--
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Robert Atwill, Mrs. Donnie Mc-
Knight, Fulton; William Duncan,
R. 0. Brown, Howard Atkins, Mrs.
Herbert Grissom, L. A. Sprabery,
Cecil McDaniel, Mrs. Raymond
Davidson, Mrs. Clifford Arnold, Jr.,
Roy Lee Hayes, South Fulton; Mrs.
Neal Hedge, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
James Coltharpe and baby, Wingo;
Mrs. Edna Hutchinson, Mrs. Cloyce
Johnson, Stevie Shelton, Crutch-
field; Tommie Austin, McConnell.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Gene Howard, Mrs. Eula Gor-
don, Mark Owens, Mrs. Bert New-
house, Mrs. C.. 0. Meacham, Mrs.
S. R. Mauldin, Mrs. Mary Sensing,
Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Fulton; Mrs.
Virginia Clark, Donnie Robinson,
Barbara Edwards, Mrs. Richard
Gossum, Mrs. Archie Hornsby,
Thomas Edwards, Jr., South Ful-
ton; Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Mrs. Het-
tie Osborne, Mrs. Louis Thompson,
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Sara Broom,
Route 2. Fulton; Loney Anderson,
0. W. Rozzell, Route 3, Fulton;
Tommy Sheehan, Jim Purcell., Roy
Bard, Jim Ross, Route 4, Fulton;
Rollin Boyd, Dukedom; Mrs. Mary
Yates, Route 2, Water Valley; Mrs.
Floyd Conner,„ Crutchfield; Todd
Whitten, Hickman; Shirley Milton,
Route 3, Martin; Mrs. Buford
Walker, Mrs. Leon Faulkner, Clin-
ton; Barry Burcham, Route 3.
Union City; Mrs. Edna Hm1
Columbus; 0. C. Myrick, Chicr
SPEEDY RECOVERYI
Mrs. James Nabors is a patient
in the Western Baptist Hospital at
Paducah, having undergone sur-
gery. She is reported to be doing
as well as could be expected. Her
room number is 211.
MRS. HUNTER IMPROVING
The News has been informed that
Mrs. Ray Hunter, who is a patient
in the Baptist Hospital at Memphis
is improving and that, if the im-
provement continues, will be able
to return home in a few days.
HONORED BY JOURNAL
The fall issue of the "Kentucky
Law Journal," publined by the
University of Kentucky College of
Law, has been dedicated to Dr.
Roy Moreland, professor emeritus
of law. A native Kentuckian, his
service to legal education in Ken-
tucky spans two-thirds of the 58-
year history of the law school.
Now there's more
action in Frigidaire
Jet Action...even in
this lowest
priced
Soak Cycle
Washer!=
7/,11\'i0=\.f
NEW DEEP GLEANiNG!
Model an white only
All these Jet Action advances and more!
Jet-simple' mechanism!
) 1,fei',I
0...))
No belts! No pulleys! No gears!
• 5-year Nationwide Warranty!
1-ye•r Warrenty for repair of any defect without
charge. plus 4-year Protection Plan (parts only) tor
furnishing replacement for any detective part In
the complete transmission, drive motor and large
capacity Water purnpl
• Automatic Soak Cycle lifts and loosens
dirt, grime—wonderful for diapers!
• Patented Deep Action Agitator moves
up and down —plunges clothes into
sudsy water for new deep cleaning!
2.50
Per Week
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
303 Walnut St. Phone 472-3791 Fulton, Ky.
At Weeks' Store, Miss Lorene Mayes, an "-a 'set" with a lot of rope ri•Inco, shows a fellow s•les lady Mary Browder Butler (center) how to
put the finishing touches to a Christmas q'ft 'ust purchased by Mrs. Emma T of East Drive in Fulton. At right the g'itter and sparkle
of the lovely items in Billy and Ann's Flowerland got the lenses cloud ad (poor .3XCUSe for faltering photography) but Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs.
Charles Browder, Mrs. Billy Gore and Sally Chambers enjoy the ar ray of colorful holiday gifts on display in the store.
DEATHS
and Mrs. Maggie Campbell of
Lawrenceburg, Ala., five grand-
children and two great grandchil-
 dren.
Elvis Myrick
Funeral services for Elvis Myrick
were held Sunday. December 11,
in Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
Rev. Charles Jobe and Rev. W. W.
Kitterman officiating. Burial was
in Good Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Myrick, 64, died Thursday,
December 9, in the Jackson-Madi-
son County General Hospital in
Jackson, Tenn., where he was tak-
en the previous (lay.
He was born in Weakley County,
Tenn., but had lived in Fulton most
of his life. He was the owner and
operator of The Hickory Log Res-
taurant.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Polly Myrick and his mother, Mrs.
Lee Myrick, both of Fulton; three
sisters, Mrs. William Bayer of
Fulton, Mrs. Ann Elope and Mrs.
Lynn West of Chicago, and one
brother, Otto Myrick of Chicago.
1
Rap E. King
Funeral services for Ray E.
King were held Saturday, Decem-
ber 10, in Whitnel Funeral Home
with Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of
the South Fulton Baptist Church,
officiating. Burial was in Palestine
Cemetery.
Mr. King, 72, was born in Globe.
Arizona, the son of the late Sterl-
ing and Elewyn Reed King. Ile was
a member of the Baptist Church.
He was a retired telegraph opera-
tor for the Illinois Central Railroad
and worked in Jackson, Tenn., and
Water Valley, Miss., before being
transferred to Fulton.
His wife, Mrs. Mae Polsgrove
King, died on November 16.
Surviving are two children by a
former marri,ige, Ray King of
Montgomery, Ala., and Mrs. Jack
Snorgrass of Phoenix. Arizona;
also two grandchildren, Steve and
Candy Snor,irass.
Mrs. Ruby P. Phillips
Mrs. Ruby l'earl Phillips died
Thursday, Dec, other 8, in Hillview
Hospital. Funeral services were
held Sunday, December it, in
Hopkins & Brown Funeral Home
ft Clinton, with Rev. Herman
Vaughn and Rev. James Best of-
ficiating. Burial was in Rock
Springs ceemtery.
Mrs. Phillips, 64, was a resident
of the Crutchfield community.
Surviving are her mother, Mrs.
Ruthie Moore of Route 1, Fulton;
one daughter. Mrs. Wilman In-
man of St. Louis; one son, James
Phillips of Fulton; one brother,
Orvin Moore of St. Louis; three
sisters, Mrs. Gertrude Veatch and
Mrs. Delma Shelton of Route I,
Fulton, Mrs. Revell McClanahan of
St. Louis, seven grandchildren and
one great-granuolaild.
Robert Rucker
Robert Rucker died at his home,
Route 5, Fulton, on December 12,
following an illness of one month,
Funeral seri ices were held Wed-
nesday, DecembeY 14, in Hornbeak
Funeral chapel, with Rev. James
Holt officiating. Burial was in
Y Niemorial Gardens.
Mr. Rucker. 78, was born in
Obion Count
Athens, Ala.. ilie son of Dillar and
Martha Rucker and had lived near
Fulton for the past eighteen years.
Ile was a retired carpenter.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Evie
Goodwin Rucker; two daughters,
Mrs. Martha Oliver of Route 5,
Fulton, and Mrs. Bobby Langston
of Memphis; two sisters, Mrs. Min-
nie Roberts of Huntsville, Ale.,
IN ACCIDENT!
Mrs. Lera Weatherspoon, of
Fulten, has received information
that her granddaughtor, Glenda
Kay Weatherspoon, 16, daughter of
Glenn Weativirspaan of Los An-
geles, was injured in an automobile
accident last Saturday, December
19. She sustained face and head
cuts and several teeth were knock-
ed out. She is in the conoga Hos-
pital, Conoga Park, Los Angeles,
Calif.
R EAPPO I NTE D I
FRANKFORT—R. 0. Sims, Louis-
ville; Welborn Adams, Berry, Ky..
sand W. W. Thorn. Winchester, have
been reappointed members of the
State SM1 and Water Resources
Council by Governor Edward T.
Breathitt.
.•  • •ftt•••001.../.
rappy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing Hippy Birthday to the follow-
ing friends:
December 16: John D. Burrow,
Carmen Gardiner, Leon Rice; De-
cember 17: Mrs. Hilman Collier,
Nancy Tress; December 18: Mrs.
Rose Al!red, Blondell Grissom,
Dorothy Vick; December 19: Mrs.
Harry Allison, Morelle Gregory,
George Holman, Bob Mahan, Bud-
dy Roberts;
December 20: Steve Glover,
Donnie Green, Gordon Jones, Har-
old D. Newton; December 21:
Harry Allison, J. D. Faulkner; De-
cember 22: Mary Ann Crutchfield,
Mrs. Oden Fowler, Elsie Kelly,
Paul Nanney, Charles Walker.
INITIATEDI
Patricia Via, Route 1, Fulton,
who is a junior majoring in busi-
ness at Murray State University,
has been initiated into Pi Omega
Pi, honorary business education
fraternity. She was among ten
students initiated into the fratern-
ity at the close of the fall pledging
program.
You'll Say they're de/Woad
BARBECUED RIBS
nom THE KEG RESTAURANT
t.
Lake StrIst Faton. Ky.
All year long, we're grateful for our fine friends
and customers. At Christmas, we're especially happy
to express our greetings, thanks and good wishes.
Boiling Company Of Fulton, Inc.
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Holiday Fashion Show
Hirsch And Company
Enjoys Holiday Party •
On Wednesday night, December
7, P. N. Hirsch and Company of
Fulton-South Fulton held its annual
Christmas party for employees and
their families at Boyett's Restau-
rant, Reelfoot Lake.
A delicious country ham and nib
dinner was served to the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bradley, Mr. and
Mrs. James Adams and Rita, Be-
linda Newton, Gail Vincent, Mr.
and Mrs. Newton Ruddle, Fay and
Eddie.
ME ETINGSI
The Bennett Homemakers Club
will meet today, December 15, with
Mrs. Van Latta at 10:30 a. m.
Tomorrow, Friday, December 16,
the Palestine Homemaker Club
will meet with Mrs. Leola May-
berry at 10:30 a. m.
The Victory Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Luby Howell
at 10:30 a. m. on Tuesday, Decem-
ber 20.
Southern Belt
Largest Among
Operating Firms
Southern Bell has become the
largest of the twenty-three operat-
"If you gotta go to a party you. may as well enjoy your clothes," that's ing companies in the Bell System
in terms of telephones.
Southern Bell, which operates in
nine states, passed New York Tele-
phone something during the month
of September by adding more than
87,000 telephones. Southern Bell
made further gains in October.
At the end of October, New York
Telephone, which serves only New
York state, had a total of 10,014,098
telephones. Southern Bell's figure
was 10,091,795.
The two companies had passed
the 10 million telephone mark with-
in a month of each other, South-
ern Bell on September 29, and New
York Telephone on October 24.
In third place in Bell System
telephones is Pacific Telephone
with 8,897,202 telephones on Octo-
ber 31. Fourth is Southwestern
Bell, with 8,262,242 at the end of
October.
Southern Bell is also the fastest
growing telephone company in the
Bell System. Through the first 10
months of 1966, it recorded a tele-
phone gain of 548,429, compared to
402,015 for Southwestern Bell, the
nearest competitor. New York's
gain for the 16-month period was
276,730.
what Scott Miller, Valerie Hornr; and Leigh Ann Weeks say.
Line 'em and loot( 'em over and the fashionable models shown here did
just that. Left to right: Mrs. Wendell Wade, Kathy Coleman, Dee
Fields and Mrs. Hendon Wright.
Derby waitresses on
Mary Henson, Maxine Craig, Sylvia Ward weren
't In the fashion ahow,
but they always look "dressed for t
he occasion" in their meet black and
white uniforms.
-MISS McCALL
Miss McCall, Mr. Weidenbach To Wed
In Saint Edward's Church Ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall are today announcing
the engagement of their daughter, Joyce Marie, to Mr.
Maynard Killian Weidenbach.
The wedding will be solemnized in St. Edward's
Catholic Church in Fulton at eleven o'clock in the morn-
ing on Saturday, January 14, 1967, with Father Jerry
Glahn officiating. The only attendants will be Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Wesley of Memphis, Tennessee.
Immediately following the ceremony, a reception
will be held at The Derby Restaurant in Fulton.
The bride- graduated from Cuba High School In
.1961. She is also a graduate of Gradwohi School of Lab-
oratory Technique in St. Louis, Missouri, and is present-
ly employed at Hillview Hospital.
Mr. Weidenbach is formerly from Chicago. He now
resides in South Fulton, Tennessee, and is employed as
superintendent by Stanley Jones Mechanical-Contrac-
tors.
December Is Here!
Ifs lime now to order
COAL
— All Sizes On Hand
— All Grades
— Prompt Delivery
CITY COAL CO.
Dial 472-1150
luncheon shift: (from left): Florence Wiggins,
CLASSIFIED ADS
CV ANTENNAS: We Install —
trade-repair and move. GM our
stices. We service all makes TV
Phone 472.3643. Roper Television,
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
thine and electric floor polished
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
!hang* Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital bet's
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE MAN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr. Is Elected
President At Homemakers Meeting
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr., was elect-
ed vice-president of the Fulton
County Homemakers at the 38th
annual meeting of the Association
held at the First Methodist Church,
Fulton, Kentucky, Friday, Decem-
ber 9, 1966. Mrs. Yarbro is a mem-
ber of the Hickman Homemakers
Club.
Seventy-five members of the
group heard Miss Gail Mayer. In-
'ernational Farm Youth Exchangee
to Turkey, discuss "Women in
furkey". Miss Mayer showed pic-
tures of typical homes and activi-
ties of families in Turkey. She
stressed the fact that the women's
role in Turkey included Homemak-
ing as well as a great deal of farm
labor. The r urkish homemaker
naked bread for her family and
this usually took one day of the
week. She also carried water from
the village well and did her laun-
dry on the banks of a stream. Miss
Mayer modeled typical Turkish
garments and showed how the
scarf worn by women there could
also be used as a veil.
Mrs. Bill H." Ind, president of
the group, presided at the meeting
and was assisted in the business
meeting by Mrs. R. T. Bodker, sec-
retary-treasurer. Mrs. Elwood
Lents l'urchase Area homemaker
:ederation president, of Benton,
entucky. brought greetings from
the Area.
Leaders appointed to serve with
the above named officers include:
Clothing & Textiles - ltIrs. Sarah
Johnson; Family Life & Home
Management - Mrs. Donald Mabry;
Foods & Nutrition - Health - Mrs.
011ie Harris; Home Furnishings
Housing • Mrs. Albert Moss; Cut
tural Development - Mrs. W. B
Sowell; Issues & Concerns - Mrs
L. P. Carney; 4-11 - Mrs. Roy M
Taylor.
Publicity - Mrs. H. G. Butler
Landscape - Mrs. Charles Adams
Extension Advisory Board - Mrs
Carl ikel.
Coffee was served with Victor!
Homemakers as - hostess, assistet
by Palestine, Crutchfield, Phillips
and Fulton Jolleyette Homemak
ers.
Annual Homes Tour
Is Well Attended
The Business and Professiona
Women's Club's annual holida;
tour of homes decorated for Christ
mas was held last Sunday after
noon, December it. Approximate!!
two hundred people made the tour
Homes visited were those of Mr
and M. John Joe Campbell, Mr
and Mrs. Harold Henderson, Mr
and Mrs. Dick Meacham and Mrs
W. J. Shepherd, All were beauti
fyily and tastefully decorated, in
keeping with the antique furnish
ings in some homes and Ott
modern in others. Members of tht
club served as hostesses at tht
homes.
During the afternoon tea am
coffee, with sandwiches, cookies
nuts and candies were served a
the home of Mr. and Mrs. flarve;
Caldwell.
Miss McClendon, Mr. Sheehan To Wed
In Mayfield Baptist Church Sunday
Mr ;inil Mrs. James Roy Mc-
Clendon, 845 South Second Street,
Mayfield. announce the engage-
ment and approaching marriage of
titeir daughter, Vicki Jane, to
Thomas Roy Sheehan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Patrick Sheehan,
Route 4, Fulton.
Miss 'McClendon, tt ho graduated
from Mayfield High School in 1965,
attended Murray State University
and is presently attending Draugh-
an's Business College in Paducah.
The groom-elect graduated from
Fulton County High School in 1965,
- 
and all, Wed Morra Slate t'n.
versity. Ile is presently employet
with Henry I. Siegel Company in
Fulton.
The wedding will be solemnize'
on December 17 at 2:00 p. m. in flu
First Baptist Church, Mayfield. t
reception will be held in Fellow
ship Hall of the church, followint
the ceremony. _
No invitations are being sent, bti
all friends and relatives of Ott
bride and groom are invited to at
tend.
Calling All Sanias°
Home Gifts Appeal To Everyone
Yes ... Home gifts are the best, especially
when you choose them in a store that knows.
These suggestions are for family gifts ...
big, important, and beautiful. Come in and
browse. We'll gladly hold your gift for future
delivery.
- - - FROM YOUR
"MERRY CHRISTMAS
FURNITURE STORE"
Lay-A-Way! Now!
Come to EXCHANGE FURNITURE COM-
PANY for unusual styling, "different" furniture
gifts that you won't find elsewhere. Low prices,
too, and budget terms ... and remember, a gift
for the home is one that will keep on "giving"
after Christmas is gone.
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Commercial Ave. 472-1533
FUL
Lexington Drivers
Are On Television
A film depicting both good and
bad driving habits-practices that
can prevent or cause traffic acci-
dents-soon will be showing up on
Central Kentucky television
screens. A University of Kentucky
team has filmed drivers at select-
ed Lexington intersections.
They are to be shown twice week-
ly on Lexington station WKYT-TV
(Channel 27) for several wecYs. At
the end of the TV screenings, :..`‘e
researchers will record the inci-
dence of traffic violations and ac-
cidents at the same intersections
and compare these findings with
similar data compiled prior to the
'elecasts.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
i
Crystal Clear
Shatterproof Plastic
,,a, MAKES YOUR HOME
"33 0 WINTER-TIGHt
411'.%-• DRAFT FREE
..z.P.--
__For-Windows,
Doors. Porches,
Breezeways
Cut With Shears
Tack Over Screens
Genuine FLEX-0-GLASS is the only
plastic window material that carries
a 2 year guarantee.The name
FLEX-0-GLASS is printed on the
edge for your protection.
• 
Hardware & Lumber :hp",
Ev•rywhere
Anothef Are, Plast,
• 74,2 reji
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
re WINDOW
• TOP QUALITY
MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT 
- KEEP OUT COLO
Cheap*. than glass-for sie,o,iseem a Windows, Pesch Endows.
,,t',7!.*:wZr.,17. FLEXOGLASS
nwn,••••••,•-•'-.a LASS-O-NET
WYR-O-GLASS
4i)SCREEN-GLASS
-FLEX-0-PANE
A. HUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street Phone 477.3323
Genuine
Storm Window Kits
DOLLAR STORE
Lake Street Fulton
FLE*O.G_It
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT, TACK, SEW or SEAL
• HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS a OUTDOORS
Only
33t
MT/. 0•••••
Wirtt .1101141.211
Builder's Supply, Inc.
501 Walnut Phone 472-1434
Transparent
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A. C. Butts & Sons
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HYBRID CHRISTMAS TREES
SEEN FOR SOMETIMME IN
N THE '70's
Christmas trees grown to order,
with ornaments attached? A possi-
bility sometimes in the 1970's.
This is the report of the U. S.
Forest Service in a recent issue of
"Agricultural Research".. The tree
came almost as a bonus for a long
program of hybridization at the Pa-
cific Southwest Forest at Placer-
ville, California.
It is a hybrid pine that is crossed
between the Sierra Nevada Lodge-
pole Pine and the Shore Pine. It
grows fast, about six feet in four
or five years. It develops more
than one whorl of branches each
year to produce a full, many
branched tree writh a conical shape
and straight trunk. It is a thick,
dark green foliage and produces
cones when it is five years old, the
cones decorating the tree just as
it reaches the right size for har-
vest. Some of these desirable
characteristics for Christmas tree
production combined in the hybrid
are lacking in each of the parent
varieties. Tree growers will re-
ceive some trees in 1967 for trans-
planting.
The hybrid tree can be produced
in quantity, scientists say, because
there are no major genetic bar-
riers in crossing the Lodgepole
I'ine and the Shore Pine, because
of the same species. There is dif-
ficulty in crossing pine of different
species.
The project began in 1963.
eral hundred convicts were de-
veloped this year and geneticises
expert three thousand or more
variable seed in 1965. This seed will
be planted in 1966 and seedlings
should be ready for transplanting
Experiments are being con-
ducted to find where these trees
will grow best.
Applications For
All Grower Plans
Being Accepted
Roy Bard, Chairman Fulton AS('
County Committee, announced to-
day that applications for all types
of new grower allotments are now
being accepted at the county office.
To be eligible for a new grower al-
lotment you must meet the follow-
ing conditions: The farm must be
operated by the owner; the owner
must not have another farm with a
like allotment and that farm can,
not have an allotment for Burley,
air cured or fire cured tobacco al-
ready established; the available
land, type of soil and topography
if land must be suitable for the
production of tobacco and operator
must have adequate equipment;
and the operator must obtain at
least 51 percent of his income from
farming.
Farmers who can qualify, are
asked to go to the county office be-
fore February 15, 1967, to file your
application for a new grower allot-
ment.
ORDER TO SANDY HOOK
FRANKFORT - The Kentucky Fi-
nance Department has issued a
work renter to Bays and Wedding-
ton, Sandy Hook, on its bid of $42,-
050 for construction of a sewage-
treatment plant and water system
at Woodsbend Boys Camp in Morgan
County. The forestry camp for de-
linquent boys is operated by the
State Welfare Department.
GROW WITH FULTON I I I
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I I I
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar..tennes Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
4-H Girls Get Big Awards
Petricia McCeuley
Twenty-two years of experi-
ence in 4-H Club work are rep-
resented by three girls who
were awarded prizes for their
state projects in competition
with thousands of other girls
and boys. Winners were named
.by the Cooperative Extension
Service,
Anita Douthat, 16, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Douthat,
Alexandria, a six year member
of 4-H, has participated in more
than 19 different projects includ-
ing photography, entomology,
home furnishing and good
grooming.
A blue ribbon winner in the
state color photography division,
Miss Douthat has won more
than 22 blue ribbons for her
demonstrations and record book
Vickie Gillim Anita Douthat
presentations on the state and
county level.
Awarded a $50 savings bond
by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, N.Y., Miss
Douthat was a grand champion
winner in the state's first pho-
tography exhibit in which she
presented photos she took of a
flamingo show in Nassau.
Patricia McCauley, 18, was
awarded a 19 jewel wrist watch
by the Ralston Purina Company,
St. Louis, Mo.
Miss McCauley, a nine year
member of 4-II, placed second
last year in her showing of her
dog care records. and from 1965
to 1966 was the county grand
project winner for care of her
Bassett Hound. Matilda. She was
a delegate to the leadership con-
ference at the Univeraity of
Kentucky. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
McCauley of Cynthiana, are her
parents.
A seven-year member of 4-H,
Vicki Ann Gillim, 16, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Gillim,
Lewisport, was presented with a
19 jewel watch by the Carnation
Company, Los Angeles, for her
work in dairy foods.
Miss Gillim was the county
champion award winner for her
fruit cream pie two years ago
and a county champion in the
butter cake division last year.
A winner of several medals in
bread baking, she has helped
three other girls to win similar
awards. She also attended the
leadership conference in Lex-
ington last year.
IN TRAINING, TREES AND TRAINS!
More than 600 young Kentuckians Forests contributed to railroad de-
are in training at Job Corps centers velopment in Kentucky. They pro-
across the United States, the Ken- vided ems-sties, timbers for bridges
tucky Department of Economic Se- and trestles, planking for cars, and
eurity reports. at first even wood for fuel.
Crossword Puzzle
C 9 *
ACROSS
I. Doorway
side
5. Those people
9. As well as
12. Winglike
13, Italian city
14. Extinct bird
15. Used to be -
H. Single thing
.17. Axe
18. Useful
quality
20. You: archaic
21. Woven -
vessels
24. Italian river
25. Gray
26. Also
28. Fruit drink
31. Games
33. Bridge term
35. Suffix: most
36. Thing: law
38. Spools
39. Always: 45..Gives food 52. Palestine
poetic 46. Vase coin
40. Foot lever 47. Exclamation53. Slipper
42. Mexican of grief 54. Bait
slave 48. Journey 55. Some
56. Nuisance
57. Time period
Answers on
Page 8
Don't Peekl
1. Mouth part
2. Beverage
3. Spoil
4. Wave
5. Confidence
6. Trustworthy 41. Set again
7. Send forth 42. Cougar
8. Still 43. Ireland
9. Indian nurse 44. Sole
10. Knob 45. Air duct
11. Stupefy 47. Electrical
19. Sentinel unit: abbr.
20. Toward 49. Regret
21. Foundation 50. Boy's name
22. Snakes Si. Through
23. Discharged
a gun
24. Rained
heavily
27. Particle
28. In bed
29. Vale
30. Gaelic
DOWN 32. Compass
point
34. Bestial
37. Removes
secretly
39. One
Need Moneg for Operating Expenses?
irv,„
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GET IT
from sour PCA1
Use a PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer ...to meet 'nth-
er operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer advan-
tages that come from 30 years of experience:
Low Interest Cost...rates are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Convenient Timms ...repayment is scheduled when you
sell crops or livestock and have the money,.
Personal Servicis...PCA is owned by the people who use
it ... your loan makes you a member-owner.
There are other benefits-reasons why more than a half-
million people look to PCA for money to meet expenses.
5
PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Manager, Hickman, Kentucky
ACT Tests Given
On Saturday, December 12, sen-
iors ventured to Murray to take the
ACT test which is required by all
Kentucky and Term. State colleges
and universities. This was the sec-
ond testing date of the ACT which
tests the students proficiency in
Natural Sciences, Mathematics,
English and Social Studies.
SUPPORT LZCAL MERCHANTS I /
Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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OBION COUNTY
JO* Miartin, County Agent
Dales City, Tease.
LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION
MEETS THURSDAY NIGHT
The annual meeting of the Obion
County Livestock Association will
be Thursday night, Dec. 15, at 7
p. m. in the cafeteria of Obion
County Central High School near
Troy, according to Knox Daniels,
president of the association. The
local association has a member-
ship of about 200 at the present
time.
Jesse Safley, vice, president of
the Commerce Union Bank of
Nashville, Tennessee will be the
featured speaker. Mr. Safley is one
of the most sought after speakers
in Tennessee and his experiences
include: former Farm Editor of
Nashville Banner and former man-
ager of the Agriculture Depart-
ment of the Nashville Area Cham-
ber of Commerce. During the meet-
ing three directors and officers of
the association will be elected.
WEATHER SLOWS HARVESTING
The bad weather last week
brought cotton picking and soybean
combining to a halt. Just a few
fair days would let most farmers
clean up their fields. A few soy-
beans are in the fields, but not
many. The soybean crop this year
plus the good soybean prices has
helped to pull a number of farmers
over a rough year.
HELP YOURSELF
If you don't believe that lime will
help your soybeans, just ask a few
of your neighbors. We have ob-
served many demonstrations in
Obion County showing the real
value of lime on soybean yields. It
takes about six months for lime to
change the PH of soil and become
fully available to crops, so if you
will have lime applied now it will
be available next summer when
your soybeans are growing and
putting on pods. We recommend a
soil test be made and recommenda-
tions followed.
FARM DATE TO REMMEMBER
December 15 - Annual meeting
Obion County Livestock Associa-
tion - Obion County Central High
School.
••••••=1•11
J. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479.11164
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tile
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Corseting
-Jim Martin Paints
Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try, isn't it? 90 PROOF4'15, QT $151/?„
Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In
-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky
Grand
Opening on
Christmas morning
Cries of delight will greet the opening of Christmas packages containing
small electric appliances. And shopping for them is so easy. One visitpo your appliance dealer's store does it.
This Christmas give pleasure to family members and friends. Give
electric gifts.
Gift ideas for your grand opening-
electric manicure Oct
electric hair dryer
electric shaver (his or hers)
electric toothbrush
electric shoeshine kit
small electric appliances
electric blanket
radios and clocks
record player
tape recorder
electric toys
power tool.
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Christian Heritage—
(Coothwod from gage Two)
in the United States immediately
is felt around the world. We believe
therefore, that if there is to be a
decisive spiritual change in the
changing of world history, that
change will come about in this our
own country, and in our own gov-
ernment.
This is the element of great dan-
ger and at the same time the ele-
ment of great opportulnty for us
all.
How Can A Decisive Change Come
To Pass?
The recent events in our country
indicate a deep ferment and rest-
lessness on the part of the Ameri-
can people. This ferment and rest-
lessness can be the forerunner of a
great shift in America's future if it
is directed by a powerful move-
ment of the Spirit of God. In other
words, an awakening to the Power
and Greatness of Jesus Christ,
either on the part of the individual
or on the part of the public, will be
a sign of hope.
The Reverend T. Robert In-
gram, Rector of St. Thomas Epis-
copal Church in Houston, Texas
has put it very powerfully in the
following statement from one of his
sermons:
"As a matter of fact, both re-
cords of the past and present ex-
perience would indicate that the
FIRST SIGNS OF TRUE AWAK-
ENING TO CHRIST ARE SIGNS
OF PUBLIC CONCERN. A classic
example is Christian in Pilgrim's
Progress. Christian is first stirred
up to do something about the salva-
tion of his own soul when he be-
comes alarmed about the public
disaster which he sees is going to
fall on his own village—his own
country — his own world. It is
through trying to arouse others to
do something to save their village
that he is brought along the path
where he may save his own soul.
The Book of the Prophet Isaiah
shows the same pattern.
It opens with Isaiah's alarm over
public- affairs—the people as a
whole have fallen away and do not
know their own God. It is not until
the sixth chapter that Isaiah tells
of his own personal and individual
call from Christ in a vision. Like-
wise scores of men and women to-
day become awakened, as we say,
TO THE LOOMING PUBLIC
CATASTROPHE OF OUR TIME.
These people become politically
minded — they join politically
minded action groups — they, like
Bunyan's Christian, bottonhole
their friends and neighbors and
try to awaken them, only to be ac-
cused of being beside themselves
and mentally deranged. THEN IT
IS FROM THE RANK OF SUCH
LIKE THAT COME THOSE WHO
FOLLOW THE LIGHT, DIMLY AS
IT MAY SHINE, THAT LEADS TO
THE PATH OF THEIR OWN IN-
DIVIDUAL PILGRMAGE TO
GOD."
FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I
PARKWAY
3570 No. Lindbergh Rd.
Bypass 66-67 just So.
0.12.11teestatit 70 nasal
Each "room" is a
3 room suite! with
living room, bedroom,
terrace, dining,
kitchenette & Bar.
Overlooks
swimming pool.
Smart restaurants
for entertaining.
Widows Advised
Of New Benefits
On Reaching 60
A umber of widows in the Pa-
ducah area may still not have heard
of a change in the social aectwity
law made log year which enables
them to get monthly benefits as soon
as they reach eo, Charles M. Whita-
ker, social security district manager.
said today.
Until the change, Whitak.er point-
ed out, benefits were not payable to
a widow under age 62 mitres she
was We with young children to
raise. Me ammo/ of the widow's
payment is based upco what her
husband wouki have received as a
netingnent benefit at age 66.
If she decides to wait until she is
62, her benefit will be 63.5 xersent
of what her husband souk' have re-
ceived each month. If she decides to
start her benefit at 61, she wW re-
ceive about 77 percent of his bene-
fit.
If she chooses to start getting her
benefit as soon as the reaches 60,
tier payments veil be 71.5 percent
of her husband's monthly benefit.
For example, if the husband could
have received a monthly benefit of
MOO had he lived, the payment to
his widow would be $82.50 at her
62nd birthday, $77 at her 61st birth-
day, or $71.50 if she is just 60 when
her PaYments start
On the average, women who
choose to take their benefits early
will collect about the same value
in total benefits over the years, but
in smaller payments to take amount
of the longer period during which
they are paid.
Prior to the 1965 amendments,
Whitaker noted, a widow who was
receiving widow's benefits and re-
married had her widow's benefit
terminated. The new law, however,
provkles that if a widow past age
eo remarries, her benefits may con-
(inue at an adjusted rate.
Another change in the law allows
a wife who is divorced at 60or
later, or a surviving divorced wife
Nil/Z. is eo or over, to qualify for
monthly benefits if she was mar-
ried to a worker for at least 20 con-
secutive years. Likewise, a surviv-
ing divorced wife, regardless of her
age, can qualify for monthly benefits
if at the time of the worker's Math,
she has in her care his child under
18 or disabled. The child is also en-
titled to monthly benefits. -
These social security benefits are
not payable to the divorced widow
if she is now married.
Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous •mbto-
lance sot-vice with 2 staff norm-
hors on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephoto 472-2332
HOUSE
ott
Your luxury suite at
the price of a room
Write today for
folders: Weekend
Package Plan,
Commercial Brochure,
Convention-banquet
Facilities.
FREE
PARKING
Worship at the Church of your Choice
It is fun to get out and romp with our children, to share in their
joy. Sometimes it is even work to pull them on a sled. Afterwards
you may be tired and bones and muscles ache, but you think fondly
of the laughter, and squeals of delight and the love that shines in a
child's eyes. Then you think it's all worth the effort, for they won't
be young forever, and someday you will only have memories.
They won't be young forever and now is the time that they need a
pull in the direction toward God. Now is the time that you can lead
and share in the joys of their worship. Take your children to Church
this Sunday.
The Church is God's appointed agency in
this world for spreading the knowledge of
His love for man and of His demand for
man to respond to that love by loving his
neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or
way of life will long persevere and the
freedoms which we hold so dear will in-
evitably perish. Therefore, even from a
selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for, the sake of the welfare of
himself and his family. Beyond that, how-
ever, every person should uphold and
participate in the Church because it tells
the truth about man's life, death and
destiny; the truth which alone will set him
free to live as a child of God.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested IT, This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Pullen Phone 473.3951
CITY DWG COMPANY
Year PreeerIptlen Grog Store
Patten, KY- Plasma smses
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
se. an for MI year Inearessee needs
Ul Main It. Plano 0161341
PURE MILE COMPANY
At the store er et your deer
Molten, Ky. Pions 4724311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Illdnnen, Ky. Union City, TOM.
- Saab fleMost, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modem
Nursing horn& Per reservation call 472-33114
sr write 306 North Parkway, Fulton.
THE CMZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-20.5
MARINE OIL COMPANY
%vim st... Lbw Pullen, Ky.
Phone 47191111
Fulton Inscumace Agency
Pares II MA* Insurenee
Former's LlebIllty Coverage
204 Main St., Pollen Office Phone emus,
Hidcman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
*use moor Illeetrkolly"
Nielemen, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. L.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Plane 471142.
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Puiten and South Pullen
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped •mbuienc•
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1413
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green Berle overlies
Dial 471-11171
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street Mal 4724321
Park Terrace Raalaurant
And Gift Shop
.ntiques Souvenirs 11 smiling Peed
Private dining fer ISO
Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, miner repairs
Bropewey St. Phone 479W173
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NOTEBOOK—
(Continual TTEML Page Ow*
til the chocolate chips have melted
and are well homogenized into the
condensed milk.
Pour the creamy, d-e-e-e-lloens
concoction into a well greased pan,
and in no time at all you're ready
to pack that box off to anywhere,
or just eat it all yourself as I near-
ly did, being so proud of my
GREAT ABILITY to be an hones'-
to-gudness, fudge
-making momma.
Annabelle made a batch for the
refreshments table at Elizabeth
Caldwell's on Sunday and she says
she has so many requests for the
recipe she can't handle them.
See, told you Connie was smart.
And one thing more. If anybody
can tell the difference between the
frozen cookie rolls you buy at the
markets and the real, live, "start-
from-scratch" kind, I'll eat my hat.
(I hope you don't see me around
these next few days looking like
the kooks on that cigarette com-
mercial.)
Publicity Hounds
Sometimes I think that Fulton
gets more nation-wide publicity ac-
cidentallg, than most communities
get on purpose. I suppose it's be-
cause we do more here. This week
somebody handed us an article
that appeared in the Akron (Ohio)
Beacon Journal about our Opera-
tion Santa Claus program. Al
Fitzpatrick, writing in the Beacon
Journal commented on our unusual
idea to send our boys in Vietnam a
small piece of concrete from dear
old Lake Street.
Holiday Caution!
At this time of the year, when the
spirit of Christmas-giving pre-
vails, there are those who take ad-
vantage of peoples' generous at-
titudes.
A few weeks ago a gent, walking
on crutches, was making the
rounds of local business houses
begging for money "so that he
could go to Warm Springs, Ga. for
an operation for crippling polio,"
with which he said he was inflicted.
Well, he ran into the wrong guys.
Dewey Johnson and Johnny Slay-
ton. both of whom have contributed
and worked tirelessly for the local
polio chapter knew good and well
how polio funds are administered,
Si) they called me. as Fulton Coun-
ty Chapter chairman, to verify the
man's story.
Of course, it was fabricated out
of whole cloth. The man finally ad-
mitted at the police station, that
he made his living begging, wasn't
going tii Warm Springs. and had
been "touching" local folks for
several years, including the two
who finally caught on to his story.
There may Is many bona fide
beggars in distress at this time of
year. but then there are many bona
lide agencies to help them too!
Just remember that
Note To, R. Paul
(11:,s1.-, Austin arrived Thursday
ri...2.111 from Fort Hood in Texas and
is anximi: to get with the old gang
durdig ti.' holidays. Charles says
he'. doing !olive guard at the camp
and in; Army life very
It. 'mil... II. 1m0!
New Standard
Oil Station For
Puckeits Planned
Work has begun this week on
construction of a large, ultra-mod.
ern new Standard service station
for Sonny Puckett. to be located at
the corner of Fourth and Kentticky
Avenues.
The downtown location, long oc-
cupied by Puckett 's. will he com-
pletely razed, The News learned
Wednesday.
The new station. expected to be
completed in the late spring, will
be moved back' from the street
some distance, on additional foot-
age recently purchased from the
Illinois Central railroad behind the
present station. The new building
will have three bays for indoor ser-
vicing. a covered area over the
front, and six pumps replacing the
present four.
Carl Puckett. Sr. told The News
Wednesday that the station will
continue to be open for business
while new construction is going on.
ANSWERS TO PUZZ1.7.
ON PAGE SIX
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(Continued from Poor c3,.et
fiscal year, which runs July 1 to
June 30, to the calendar pear.
-gore projects are bid 013 dining
the late fall and -winter anisathe,Abe .
"slow" season for contractors,
thus allowing the winning bidders
time to make adequate prepara-
tions for the time when construc-
tion can begin.
As an example, Ward, cited the
restone
Antlfr nose
V
$ 158
AL
BOLD Detergent
LARGE GIANT
33c 79c
Joy
Liquid Detergent
ifizo I P.iioe Isoit
Tide
Detergent
15. 4-01. I 3-La. 1-oz. rt. 40L30 770 '1"
Blue Cheer
Detergent1,
frOZ. 3-LB. 6-02. ssle.12-07...301 
770 $129
DUZ With Glassware
2 LB' 74Z 81c ;
2 Dash
Aleendry Detergent
2U L 1 3-LB. 3-oz 3-La. 13-0Z.
$4.4' 780 $228
'$pic & Span
Cl0000r
428c : 890
Comet
(luau sir
160 1-ttz 230
Mr. Clean
Li 'id Cleaner
giu•sraumailarkwayr-rroiect-• lbws+bid in October, began the fol-
lowing April, and its cost w_s
million below the estimate, ne said.
Ward, who relinquished his state
post last Inonth to run for the Dem-
ocratic apiadnation As governor,
• asisdsaiiiteaitheimaa.adibe- preside*ial order was not political.
He termed the order "complete-
ly unrealistic," and added, "If it
were done under the guise of fight-
ing inflation, it doestl!t make any
,seas," •
The Jackson Purchase Parkway
will be a 51-mile toll road from
Fulton to 1-24 and US 82 near Cal-
vert City, Ky. When opeited, traffic
using -this toute will be able to
proceed eastward over existing US
62 to the West Kentucky Parkway
at PriAcet.,i, and thence eastward
over the completed Parkway.
When 1-24 is completed, traffic will
be able to use 1-24 eastiiiatd from
Calvert City instead of US 63.
1-24 is in the final planning
tt
some
for -
the Ilackef
Lots of us are known as, "Harry the Hacker,"
because of what we do to a Christmas Turkey.
The secret to classic carving is a very sharp,
thin-bladed knife.
Allow bird to sit in roasting pan 15 to 30 minutes.
It will slice cleaner and the juices will be absorbed, too.
Follow these simple directions:
1.
Cut off leg by drawing knife deeply be-
tween leg and body through hip joint
Press leg away from body and remove.
Before slicing breast, make a deep hor-
izontal cut to bone in breast, just above
the wing.
3.
Beginning about halfway up breast, slice
downward with straight even stroke's un- „..... 511.••
til slices fall free at cut.
4.
Cut off wing through shoulder joint. Cut
Off wing tip. When one side is clean, turn
platter and carve other side.
If your Harry's a Hacker,
cut this out and put it in his Christmas Stocking.
One final thing you can do for "Harry"
... buy your turkey at A&P.
Our Super-Right Turkeys are all Grade "A" birds.
Harry will carve such beautiful slices
you'll want to rechristen him, "Sam the Surgeon."
•••
COPYRIGHT 0 1966. THE GREAT ATLANTIC PACIFIC TEA CO., INC. r
Downey Guaranteed-Good Groceries...All Value-Priced!
s5nANDsiO" 
 
STALK 380 32P-TO big AU Gift Certficates
f abric Softie SULTANA GOLDEN A 14.B. mn
 
WHOLE KERNEL 4 CA1.04,.65
"Super-Right" Meats!
""R STEAK SALE MATUREDRIGHT BEEF
T-Bone Sirloin Round
LB. 99t LB. 89c LB. 77c
JSOUTHERN STAR
Canned
Ham
8 LB I 4 LB.
$6.191 $3.49
SUPER RIGHT BEEF
VA, FARM IRAND
Country
Hams
WHOLE OR HALF
113063TOLsi. 85C
(1ST. 3 RIBS LB. 894)
Rib Roast
SUPER RIGHT BONELESS BEEF
1ST. 5 RIBS 79c
7-IN CUT N
 LB./
Rump Roast . LB. 89c
SUPER RIGHT PURE PORK
1 LB ap•Sausage 49( 
 z
U. S. D. A. FROZEN (WITH RIB)
LB. 89t
BAG
Turkey Breast L.75t
•) 
SUPER RIGHT \-
Semi Boneless
Hams
COOKED
FULLY 79it
WHOLE
HALF LB•/
NO SLICES REMOVED('
U.S.D.A.
INSPECTED
Whole
Fryers
LB.
NONE SOLD
TO
NO LIMIT
DEALERS
CUT-UP 21a.
OR SPLIT LI. 40 V
Pick-of-the-Crop Produce!
JUICY FLORIDA
Oranges
5-LB.
BAG
39t
8
BAG 
59,
CALIFORNIA LOUISIANA
Pascal Sweet (ran
FRESH
Celery Yams berries
36 SIZE c 3
 Lc
 2c4 2)c1
A&P Gift Suggestions
S AM SO NIT E . ..DOUMAK MINIATURE 5-0Z.. jk • N •
EACH
i jc ROYALCA N D y IL- UL STERS4,120 z .Salvo Marshmallows PKG. I ut Hair Dryer ELECTRIC )5 00 Hard MBAG tASP SWEET fl 152: C 5c
 
.
Hand MixersEL.7.•
DORMEYER PORTABLE
ELECTRIC
748 Niblets mo:XIC CR N 12'0Z. CAN 19c
Cf.
Tablets
 
1 sici, Potatoes__ ...... z
ASP'S PURE VEG. oh
COLD STREAM j DORMEYER ELECTRIC
Liquid Detergent 3 6 9 tPink Salmon  1-24 65C Tooth Brush EACH dexo SHORTENING, Thrill C"DLESS$ g'& 88
ei."z•E'T. 560
 Swifts Beef Siiii48t
 
Electric BlanketEA19" Grape Jelly
 2ABR.39C
eirs SIZE REG. SIZE 99t)
Ivory Wall ClocksvaRTAx 51195 MELLOWMOODSAVE ON CHEESE SPREAD HOSIERY
—350 4-430
 SAVE i"
AMERICAN OR PIMENTO
2 g;79t SAVE 12,2 LB COL 94 Percolator ELECTRICWEST BEND $ r 88 SALE9 CUP SIZE.'
 ONLY7
Box Of 2 Pairs
Ched-O-Bit I Kraft Yelveeta LADIES NYLO
Toilet Soap
so.. 3oe
a
OVER 500 REDUCTIONS SINCE OCT. 1ST
Chocolates gn Cor
Camay
Toilet Soap
2
SAm SiZE SEC. SIZE
—290 4-430
- Top Job
Liquid Cleaner
tz" 380 ir-To.z.680
Safeguard
Toilet Soap/e.vrt, SIZE REG. SUE
2.490 2-290
Stardust
Dry Bleach
38021,g 770
Stokley
Catsup
igTzi E 220
Clorex
Bleach
24i 3.6i0 53.0
Crisco
Shortening
' 38c t: 890
Jane Parker Baked Foods!
JANE PARKER LIGHT
(OVER 2/3 FRUIT & NUTS) 1
1/2
 
LB.
$1.49 LB. 399Fruit Cake 3 LB.
5
$2.95 CAKE
JANE PARKER
Cherry Pie
(SAVE lot)
EACH 49
JANE PARKER
All Butter
Brownies
(SAVE 20t) A 9c
PKG.
JANE PARKER
Cake Donuts
PLAIN - SUGAR - C NNAMIN
SAVE 84 21DOZ. Cr
Kleenex Pillsbury Reynolds
DINNER CINNAMIN ROLLS WrapNAPKINS WITH ICING HEAVY DUTY FOIL
PKG. 2/49
OF 5C "/
0 8-ROLL A fl
L PKG. st 7
18" 25' 55c
FANCY QUALITY NUTS
Mixed Nuts Pectin I.LB. 57Or Englishji:
egl BAG
PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO "uwiN $1,000
PLUS INSTANT CASH AND A&P PRODUCT
PRIZES
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
A FEW OF THE MANY
WINNERS IN THIS AittA
Mrs. James Connell
Mrs. Emma Clement
Lady Craddock
Mrs. H. T. Cole
Rozell Hamlin
M. A. Carver
EXTRA SLIPS TO
NEWYOU WIN
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. DEC. 17 AMERICAN EXPRESS MONEY ORDERS SOLD AT ALPPILLSBURY
REFRIGERATED Nestles Blue Bonnet Folgers Robin Hood son FAMILYCookies
FlourCHOCOLATE CHIP, OAT Choco-Bake Margarine Instant Coffee Place MatsMEAL,RAISIN YOURCHOICE
2 15-O .PKG.89C :iv. 44C 1-LB.CTN. 29c 6-02.JAR 87c
PLAIN OR SELF
-RISING
LI.5 BAG 59c PKG.OF 24 35C
99,
1 Late Model Trade-In's
Selection Of Brands.
Colors. & Equipment
Used Cars
1944 CHEVY ft Nova 2-dr hard-
top; 6 cyl, straight shift,
radio, white tires wheel
dryers, tinted windshield;
white outside, red trim In-
side; ens owner; we sold
It new; Ky. license.
1144 Chevrolet Unveils 4-dr.
hardtop, V-S, powergilde,
white with red inside, low
mileage, South Fulton car,
we sold it new, traded In
for one with air.
1966 Pohlad, 2-dr hardtop VA
VS, column shift, all new
tires, one Owner, low mile-
age; green Inside & out;
Ky. car; traded in on new
'67 Chevrolet
1963 Cervoir Memo Cony. 4-
speed, red and red Inside;
new car trade-in
1965 Cher Pickup; long wide
bed; Blue, 6-cylinder;
radio, Ky. truck; new
truck trade-In
1965 Mustang 2-dr. Coupe, Red
outside, Tenn. Title, One
owner, traded In on 67
Model Chevelit VS Auto-
math
191.1 Ford Falcon 2-cir Ht,
4-speed; Blue; Tenn, car;
new car trade-1n
1964 CHEVROLET impala 2-dr.
hardtop, red inside and
out, 327 Cu. in. 1-spd.
transmission, Tenn. car,
sold new in Fulton.
1961 CHEVROLET Impala 2-clr
hardtop VS. Pg, radio;
white, red inside. Ky. car;
we sold it new. Traded in
on '67 Celivrelet
19411 Chevrolet Impala 2-dr.
hardtop; red with black
inside, VS, powergilde,
power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning;
We sold it new; traded In
on new '67 Chevrolet. One-
owner, Ky. ear
1964 Chev Biscayne 4-dr, 4 cyl,
Weight; Beige, Ky. Car,
1 downer
1164 FORD Falcon 2cir. 2dan,
light blue in color 6 cyl,
straight shift, one owner
Trnn. car, traded in on
1167 Morello.
1964 Ford 2-dr HI; automatic,
white; Tenn. ear; freVi car
trade-in vinyl trim
1961 Ford Galaxy SOO, local car,
double power with air wen-
ditioning, low mileage,
solid whit. Ky. license
1963 PONTIAC Catalina 2-dr.
hardtop, white, Tenn. car
VS automatic.
1143 PONTIAC BennevIllis 4-4r
hardtop; 1 owner, Tenn.
car, sold new in Fulton;
Ps, Pb, air; trade in 00
new Buick.
1963 FAIRLANE 2-dr. hardtop
299 VS; straight shift; lo-
cal car. Ky. tag.
1963 Corvair Monza 2-dr 4-
speed; Gold color, bucket
seats; BOW Car trade-In
1143 International Scout pickup
4-wheel drive; Ky.
1963 Pontiac Cons. wilts power
new car trade-In
1963 Cher Imp 4-dr. Pg,
• air, Ps.; Extra Sharp, Ky.
car; new car trade-in
1962 Cher Behar 4-dr. 6 cyl,
straight; white, red trim,
new car trade-1n
1962 Ford Station Wagon, low
mileage, Ky. car, 6 cyl.
Traded In on 67 Special
White outside
1942 Buick cony. Ps and ado-
math.; Beige, big car; new
car trade-In
1942 Impala Chevrolet 4-dc, Pg,
Green; local Ky, car, new
car trade-In
1961 CHEVROLET Betels' 4-dr.
sedan; 4 cyl, straight
shift; white, blue inside;
radio, Ky. tags.
. 1961 Clwyd, van, white, new
truck trade-In
1961 Olds power end air, Gray,
Now car trade-In
1960 Belair Chet'. VS Pg;
green; 4-deer sedan, Ky car
1944 Chew 2-ton truck set*
hoist and Omaha grain bed;
bed S. heist about 1 year
old; the truck Is a little
rough
1960 B'IICK 141r. sedan, whits
outside, automatic, Ten-
nessee title.
1960 T-BIRD hardtop, pawn-
and air, traded In on ex-
ecutive Imperial, Ky. lk.,
local car.
1958 Ford 4-dr wegen Tenn. car
1164 CHEVROLET pickup, long
wide bed, 6 cyl, straight
shift, positive traction, 2-
tens blue and white paint.
1141 Chevrolet 2-ten truck with
bed Noe tailgate; geed me-
elsankalty; New husk trade-
%
No Theft Occurred
At S. F. Station
The theft of a tire at South
Fulton last week, which result-
ed in two boys and a girl being
sent to correctional schools, did
not occur at Puckett's Service
Station, Sonny Puckett of South
Fulton informed The Messeng-
er Thursday afternoon.
Mr. Puckett said no such
theft occurred at his place of
business and that he had made
no complaint. Sheriff Bob Mc-
Cowan and Chief Deputy J, T.
Wolverton said today they were
not sure which service station
was involved.
ALWAYS
W F U j WITH YOUIN TUNE
RA 10 E NE SECONDSECT1011
FULTON. KENTUCKY THURSDAY. DECEMBBR 15. 1966
South Fulton Girls Fall
But Boys Down Sharon
TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick. Inc.
put.roti, KY.
used Car Id 47241141 rubes
Vela office 422.-2186
Ellis Heathcett 
-Aubrey Tarter
-Larry Seay-Manue Williams;
Dwain and Dan Taylor
Electric Can Opener with Knife
_ Sharpener $13.95
Electric Carving Knife _ $11.95
Steam & Dry Iron _ _ $6.99
Tuf Ion Lined Perculator _   $11.95
Early American Kerosene Lamps Red
or Turquoise 
 $2.98 ea.
Electric Wall Clocks $11.95
Battery Wall Clock 
 $15.95
Childs Red Rocker $2.98
Child's Platform Rocks* $6.95
Electric Mixers  
 
$11.95
6 Trans. Radios $4.75 with case and ear phone
8 Trans. Rarios $7.50 with case and ear phone
Walkie Talkie $19.95 pair
(Good'uns)
24 pc. Stainless Steel Dinnerware $5.95
11051411170161.1111117•157e5APDXIONS
CHECK OVER OUR TOYS, CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS. HUNTING CLOTHES,
AND OTHER GIFT ITEMS. SEE US BE-
FORE YOU BUY
alliallURIONIORIETAGAIGNIRIMEMELONIMISTAGGIIILIONII
Retztasea Scilacule
4511 LAKE IBTRICIET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
eumpftdiett
TCLEPHONC 472-3012
Public Sale
OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
-
180 ACRE FARM 180
Known as the J. H. Tarver Farm, located 12 miles west
of Hickman, Ky. - Follow Highway No. 94 to Ridge
Store, turn on "Picture Show Road- at sale marker. 2
miles to farm and auction sale. Selling on premises.
SaturdayLDec.Dec.17, 1966 
VOlt
SELLING FOR DIVISION
-kis Rae Ions contains 150.4 okras (morn or less/ has I hoes* wed 1 bare lie fair
.oaditioa ). The fares has approximately 130 acres le blab state of ceiNvanee, as
hes s Sad.. can he found eeywhere. The isalanc• of Ha farm con be eery easily
Jeered. A tares parties of tals farm is already brolfies up and needs oily disciao
end harrowing to picot yoer crops le 1967.
rhe Land is Black! The Land is Level! The
Land is Good!
lye. wont to owe am of the real flee fames of this satire area - Thee here at this
eblIc Amfiee ea Safurdey, Doc. 17, will certainly be year opportunity.
▪ WM& gle• ••••34:../ ..1•4ftd =El Yak we. Ibm lam owp1•• Wore Alm We For mo
4.1. PEy, sr lImmy tow. pima 05.5545Silos Ory. Trom. 
A. at
000l 5o4 MN...md tad Se'
 Lao. firm Arm Cob WI 214-14.44.
.it., lamo MI
-62.0 or 213-7441.11,0•••13, IOW
(IS SAID THAT OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON YOUR DOOR ONLY ONCE - LIS-
ENI ISN'T IT KNOCKING FOR YOU HERE NOW??
Heirs of J. H. Tarver, owners
B. N. LeDuke & Son AUCTIONEERS 
' A ESTATE Be0
d
KuSES L 
se
TIPTONYILLE, TENNESSEE - "Our Service Doessi1 Cost -11 Pays"
South Fulton's girls led all
the way, except when it really
counted, in Sharon Friday night
and wound up falling 40-38.
The SF Devils, however,
after a cold shooting perform-
ance in the first half, blew
Sharon elf the court In the sec-
ond hat to take • 57-45 victory.
Even though his girls fel4
Coach Wyatt Cunningham had
much praise for his SF team4
saying it was their best per-
formance of the season. "The
girls have a lot of desire and
they are trying every minute,"
he said.
Two of the SF forwards are
sophomores and one is a fresh-
man-in fact, there is only One
senior (Nancy Jones) on the
team.
Carlisle Co. 69, 1
Fulton 57
FULTON, Ky., - inc
Carlisle County Comets took ad-
vantage of numerous floor mis-
takes by the Fulton Bulldogs to
register a 69-57 victory here to-
night.
The Comets began the game
with a zone press and caught
the inexperienced Bulldogs off
guard and took advantage of
...ach mistake.
Five Comets reached double
figures with Leroy Partin lead-
ing the scoring with n. Barry
Jenkins tallied for 15 points and
Danny Duncan and Ralph Bogle
each added 10.
Tommy Puddle led the Bull-
dog scoring with 15 points.
Henry Armstrong and Mike
Ruddle each tallied 12 and Paul
Pittman added 10.
Fulton hit 41 per cent from
the field and 52 per cent from
the free throw line. The Comets
hit 39 per cent from the field
and 71 per cent from the free
throw line.
Cerilda Counts IS 311 28 MO
Fulton 12 34 42 71
CARLISLE COUNTY - Duncan 10,
Gilbert 3. Jenkins IS. Bode 10, Pertin
IL Lowden 10
FULTON - Armetrona 12. IL Rud-
die 12. T. Ruddle, Pittman 18 Pick-
ard 2. Gargua 111.
Of ,interest to Homemakers'
Alter a 13-all first period
South Fulton led 26-19 at the
half and 34-29 at the end of the
third frame. But they committ-
ed a few costly fouls in the fourth
frame and scored only four
saints.
Sophomore Pat Hamilton
was the leading SF scorer with
18, most of which she sank with
quick Jump shots after swinging
down the right side of the court,
Anne Liggett got 16 for the
winners.
The South Fulton team was
one big block of ice as it came
onto the floor in the second game
and, after the first half of play,-
-trailed 21-18 after hitting only
21 percent of its shots.
Things must have happened
to the dressing room at the half
because South Fulton came back
and blew Sharon away. In the
third stanza they took a 37-35
lead, outscoring Sharon by
seven, and went on to outscore
their opponents by 10 in the mat
quarter.
Coach Cunningham said to-
day his team has not yet reach-
ed its form. "The boys are
still making a lot of mistakes
and fighting with themselves on
the backboard," the coach said.
While his teammates were
having their troubles Alan In-
gram, who wound up with 26
points, sank 55 percent of his
shots to lead his team to vic-
tory.
GIRLS
Sharon (40) South Fulton (38)
F-Wright 12
F-Liggett 16
F-Dunlap 12
G-A, Brewer
G-K. Brewer
G-Vowell
Hamilton 18
Vetter 8
Henderson 5
Netherland
Forehand
Morris
Substitutes: Sharon - P.
Dunlap, McDaniel. South Fulton
-Jones 2, Mayhall 5, Sutter.
BOYS
South Fulton (57) Sharon (45)
Ingram 5 Ramey 2
F-Perry Tansli 18
C-i-Bransford 10 Crowder 7
G.-Hamilton 9 Edwards
G-A. Ingram 26 McDaniel 6
Substitutes: South Fulton-
Ward 1, Campbell 6, /fisher.
Sharon-Witherington, Scarce,
Stines S.
1
St_
AIN IUTO SALES
Say Merry Christmas with
this cool blue Mustang! See this
65 model, with bucket seats,
radio - heater, standard trans-
mission, a one owner .1 - -
Ken-Tenn Auto Sales,'
TRAILBLAZER
2+2LA/VTERIV
Uses 4 Reg. Size Flash-
ills batteries. Special! - -
tRegularly $2.00)
AT
98c
/$2
'Batteries
2 for 4
+0. • •••
LEADER ATHLETIC 81 SPORTING GOODS
THIS IS A DEAL!
During the remainder of this month month
You may receive AT NO EXTRA COST a
new set of Goodyear whitewall tires on any
used car over $500.00 purchased from Taylor
Chevrolet-Buick Inc., of Fulton, Kentucky.
"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
65 CHEVY II, automatic; clean
65 CHEVROLET 2-dr. hardtop;
automatic; sharp
f4 CHEVROLET, automatic;
clear
64 CHEVROLET, straight
shift, clean
63 OLDSMOBILE F85, clean
Car
63 CORVAIR; bucket seats,
1 on the floor, 36,000 miles;
sharp
43 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp
62 FALCON station wagon;
automatic; clean
62 NASH bucket
seats
61 CHEVROLET 1-dr, 6-cyl,
straight shift
61 CORVAIR Station Watson,
Automatic
60 VALIANT station wagon;
straight shift
60 DODGE 14Ir; clean.
60 CHEVROLET 4-cyl; auto-
matic; sharp
10 FORD black 4-door Galaxie,
power steering and brakes;
air conditioning; low mile-
age; clean
59 MERCURY 4.dr; Clean
5$ FORD 1-Bird, black, good
condition
ing and brakes; clean; low
mileage
5$ FORD F•irlane 500, 1-deer;
sharp
5$ DODGE VS, 4 dr; good con-
dition
57 CHEVROLET VS, a uto-
m atic, 4-dr.
JEEP Station wagon
56 FORD 14 ton pickup; Geed
condition
53 CHEVROLET Vs-ton pickup
n DODGE Van
20-25 ether cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 172-3362
- TWO LOCATIONS -
North bypass; Ky. side
Melrose let So. futhen Tem.
munmemsaniamannembnonsessal
Reg. $15.00 Value
For ONLY 
AVOID THE LAST - MINUTE CLEANING RUSH ... don't let
your "put-off" household cleaning take you away from the coming
holiday enjoyment! Just let us do your linens, drapes, slipcovers, etc.
Prompt pickup and delivery telephone 472-1700.
OR-Pa/dada
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky
SMILE!
GET A LIFE SIZE
16 x 20
PORTRAIT
$189
NO AGE LIMIT ONE PERSON - TWO PER FAMILY
ONE DAY ONLY
11 A. M. To 7 P. M. SATURDAY, December 17
No Reservations Necessary
THE HOBBY HOUSE
PHONE 479-1762 MARTIN NWT. 50. FULTON. TERN.
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick Is Loaded With USED CARS!
•-•••• •••
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$5.30 PURCHASE EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCOSFicoup
 SUNFLOWER
SELF RISING
AND
PLAIN
DeliiiEldERS • • • lb. box 23cPLANTATION
NIIELE 8 oz cans (limit 3) 6c
16 oz. CANS
PRIDE PEAS . . . 6 for $1.00
16 oz. CANS
PRIDE TOMATOES 6 for $1.0016 . CANS
Pi 
 CORN 5 for $1.00
AMERICAN BEAUTY 10 1-2
SOUP 
LIMIT 
Tom and Veg
PI
TS 
ZZA CATSUP 14 oz. bd.
26 oz. BOTTLES
HUNT'S CATSUP 3 for 1 
4 
C$1.00
KIDNEY BEANS ANS
JOAN-OF-ARC 8 for 6 1•oli
SNOWDRIFT 3 lb. can 75c
$5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCOS
LB.
BAG
29 oz. CANS
BARTLET PEARS 3 for . . . $1.00
16 oz. CANS
FRUll COCKTAIL Hunts 5 for $1.08
29.oz. CANS
PEACHES Hunts 4 for . . . 8k
HALF GALLON
VANITY ICE MILK 
 
 39c
3 LB. CANS
CHICKEN and DUMPLINS 2 for $1.00
12 oz. CANS
ARMOUR'S TREET 2 for $1.00
6 oz. JAR
COFFEE Maxwell House Instant 7k
SEALDSWEET
PURE ORANGE JUICE 3 (its. $1.00
DOZEN
EGGS Large Grade A . . . 55c
4 LB. CARTON
LARD Reelfoot 
 69c
20 LB. BAG
POTATOES U. S. No. 1CHEESEOLD FASHION
HOOP 
Reds 69c
Lb. 7k
* Maxwell House
and Folgers
LARGE CRISP HEAD ICEBURG
EXTRA NICE
LETTUCE For 29c
sti5 Pm,
L;i6.0
SWEET AND JUICY NO.1 FLORIDA DOZ.
SOME OF OUR LUCKY
MRS. HAROLD TATUM
MRS. H. E. REAMS
MRS. M. M. MATLOCK
MRS. CALVIN 2
PLAY LUCK 
4ft
WIN PTO
OR '120
When
LUCKY
_,,,rottirr.Ati ,.•_
• 0101 si'c -T-5, 0 A;:c.,;
, c, 4.1 -.• ? 0 , .e /iy.fr ..,..
.d. .4.-4
1111111311101
MIME
MO=
EMMEN
ECM=
litho, Way YOU WIN
$110 in CA H sr a
CAM Select* from
Croup K
Solid
OLEO
5 Lb.
crts
COME "ghop, Yoa ari AT YOUR FRIENDLY
PIGGLYVIGGLY
Acres of F-R-E-E
Parldng
Prices In This Ad
Good ihru Sat. Det .17
W. Reserve TboARIgha
To Lholl
Store Hours: Mon. Thnr:
8-9; Fri. Sah, 8-91 Sundays: 9-7
WINNER
MRS. 017S
MRS. DON '
MRS. DON
ICKEFOOS1
V E
80
value in
Yot.4
I
H ERE'S HO'
As an Wilt cosh*
car . nee on hare
aoo . tot NH. As NI
o" tkkel each Hon
(to Nis ticket
vrIll renal a esal
A Ike sailer "lac
Iwo to do mIl
1444611. Yoe the. I
.er store for rerlfk
, receive Ike a
kW. Sare all *
41 earl. Ilion Is
INo pH eta, yea
MAJOR AWARD WI PRIERS
Si
sot
$s
Is 41 ss 54
S7
Pith*, Way YOU WIN
$15 111 CASH or •
GIFT Solochotel from
SW
3
ii
7
14
or Way YOU
i9 in CASH or
IFT Soloctod fro
 Friday and Saluda) Ir... All
4101 DOE'i'ct
COKE
lot! ifs
FREE POPE BONNit) trDe
SO shim St ctft4
SAVE AMERICA:5
WE
GIVE
WE
GIVE
Fir
.2. I
Lir+1
MKT NINNERS1
MRS. OTIS PANNELL
MRS. DON SNOW
MRS. DON CHOATE
:ALVIN 2 ICKEFOOSE
:K V BINGO!
'00?
v.ilue in
NO OBLIGATION
TO BUY!
ADULTS ONLY!
80 CASH
GIFTS
You Play
SING°
H ERE'S HOW TO PLAY.. .
As
Ur)
da.
Ch.
CIO
If
Ii
len
com
• e '
fad
am Melt customer yes are limed ally woe master "lady 1110-
• IT4.e yea have Mud la a Usably card, you till receive
Ur card. As aa adult easterner yes will else receive a "Lecke
o'' &bet each time ye. visit IN store. IN* run:bases are .aces-
0. this tkket will be a mystery Me. Tbe bildoe side el We
.111 reveal a amber. nee a ember amen, Moly lawn tar
la act master "tacky Illsee- card ever We ember. Too
Wm to de Ibis mtll yea hare a eemplete lie--berkeatal, rertkal
llama,. Tel Mu hare a aisle ember owl may rehire lb. card
.er store fat rerlficatlee, led after swim a count sad receipt
, aa receive tie award for tie straight km of umbers yea bare
Wed. Save all duplicate lad ware embers yea way have te start
w card. Tien Is se Mit la tbe umber of limes yea cam wk.
Owe you ale, yea will he glum a ma waster "lady timo" card.
SWARD W1 PMERS
.011
I
WIN lti
' •
SM
or Way YOU WIN
.9 in CASH or
IFT Selected from
14
3 23 31 54 72
17
25
If
II her Way YOU WIN
$4.50 in CASH Sr e
GIFT Selected from
Group A
;dada; r.;. All Day!
_rdIaI4sI .fl Freshput p
:E *;ttli
lotr %for 40
POPC SRN
ay Li teDeuffett.
rt St itemps:Dag
Iir5 El VAIIIABIE SNIP
CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS lb. 59c
LOIN
ROAST . . . . lb. 49c
BREAKFAST
PORK CHOPS lb. 89c
U. S. CHOICE
ROAST Boneless lb. 69c
U. S. CHOICE
ROAST Center Cut lb. 49c
U. S. Gov't
Inspected
Lb.
PORT CUTLETS lb. 59c
LOIN CHOPS lb. 59c
MEAT Soup Bone lb. 19c
MEAT Boneless Stew lb. 69c
U. S. CHOICE
ROAST SHOULDER lb. 59c
PORK BRAINS . . . lb. 39c
BEEF LIVER . . . . lb 49c
GROUND CHUCK lb. 69c
AitiODR'S FRANKS 49c16 
TURKEYS grade A 39c
December 15, 1966 Page 3
BREAST
LEGS-THIGHS .
WINGS 
  • • •411k,.B
• ...
LB 3t
LB I 9.
BACKS......
GIZZARDS 
.1.13 . 15.
LIVERS**......79
LEAN
1ST
CUTS
LB.
PORK LIVER . . . lb. 39c
FAT BACK . . . lb. 29c
10 2 oz
CUBE STEAKS . . . $1.00
3StiCED JOWL •. . . $1.17
HEN TURKEYS . . . lb. 43c
Hamburger
Meat
3 Lbs.
$1.00
ILN:101( Rat
NU-KRM TRAY PKG.
BACON lb. 59'
MORRELL TRAY PKG.
BACON • 69'
COME " C14. V6t2 Clite " AT YOUR FRIENDLY
WE W''1%
GIVE i GIVE
IGGLY•WIGGLY
Acres of F-R-E-E Pricis In This Ad We Reserve The Right
Limit 
Store Hours: Mon. Thur:
Parking Good thru Sat. Decc 17 To 8-8: Fri. Sat: 8-9; Sundays: 9-7
j Frye irm,
-41 _2.1 Vfk 151vmr
, L.=:-%
V. tk.4 ,f7t.,11 oy
4
r I-P:1
11
GREEN
STA M PS
Fulton, Ky. December 15, 1966
mummummiNOM
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U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED EMPIRE HEN
TURKEYS
Swift Butterball U. S. D. A. Inspected —
HEN 10 to 14 lb. Average
Turkeys . . lb. 59c
Coldcreast U. S. D. A. Inspected—
HEN 10 to 14 lb. Average
Turkeys . lb. 49c
U. S. D. A. INSPECTED—
TURKEY
Breast . • • lb. 99c
CORNED
BEEF
Round . . . lb. 99c
111111111113111111011WINIMOID101011
CENTER CUT
PORK
Chops .
1 I I 1 I
BREAD
LITTLE
ANDY
Oleo . . 5 lbs. $1.00
PAW PAW
GRAPE
Juice . . 3 qt. $1.00
PILLSBURY
SNOWFLAKE — Can
Rolls . . . 2 for 49c
KRAFT 7 oz.
MARSHMALLOW
Cream . . . . 19c
10 to 14 lb.
Average
',III, 11$ 11,11
LB.
Swift Butterball 5 to 9 lb. Average
BELTS VILLE
Turkeys . . lb. 59c
Coldcreast U. S. D. A. Inspected —
BELTS VILLE 5 to 9 lb. Average
Turkeys . . lb. 49c
SWIFT PREMIUM
TURKEY
Roast 2 lbs. $2.89
. . lb. 69c
II I111#1$114$
HEN
Swift Royal Rock U. S. D. A. Inspected —
TOM 16 to20 lb. Average
Turkeys .
SWIFT
PREMIUM
Ducklings
EMPIRE
Capons .
END CUT
PORK
Chops .
. lb. 39c
lb. 55c
. . lb. 59c
. . lb. 49c
Mile1110110113110101011,W1
VALUE
LOAF F°R
1 14 Lb. 4
 slimSUPER
or PILLSBURY
CAN
Biscuits 6 cans 49c
PHILADELPHIA
CREAM
Cheese 8 oz. pkg. 29c
GOLD MEDAL
SALAD
Dressing . . qt. 39c
IND - FRIED
FRENCH FRIED
Potatoes 5 lbs. 89c
MAY WE WISH YOU A VERY
%CM
LIBBY'S 10 oz. PKG.
FROZEN •••
' ARMOUR STAR
CORNISH
Hens 20 oz. ea. 89c
FRESH
STANDARD
Oysters 12 oz can 99c
REELFOOT
SLICED
Bacon . • lb. 69c
NICE TENDER
PORK
Cutlets . • . lb. 69c
I 1
MAPLE-LEAF ;
CREMERY
Butter . . lb. 89c
STOKEY'S
TOMATO 14 oz. Bottle
Catsup 5 for $1.00
KRAFT FRESH
ORANGE
Juice 1-2 Gal. 65c
FROZEN
PARKERHOUSE
Rolls 2 doz. per pkg 39c
_
tre Aloy aisimar 
STRAWBERRIES 4 pkg. $1.00
MORTON - FROZEN
MINCE 
PIES)11 
PUMPKIN
 . Size 3 For $1.00
111110111101010110111XISMIEllif
FULTON PURE MILK
BO=
DIAMOND
05144sBABY
Walnuts 2 lbs. 89c
FOOD
SPECIALS
LARGE FRESH FLORIDA 3 DOZ. SIZE
CELERY
:04V-419 ;1
-
•:,•••%•
-
V,'(>5.•
$ $ ,
CUSTARD . • . . Oi. 65c
TUBBY JR.
SNOWFLAKE 14 oz Bag
COCONUT 
 
 
39c
KRAFisVelveeta 2 lb. box $1.09
• •
.6%./Wrismia.omiawnosmanoly••.••40%.01%.0%.%.00%0%.~1
US. NO I YELLOW
•
I I.
ONIONS . . . 3 lbs. 29c
EXTRA - FANCY (Extra Large)
PEPPERS . . each 1k
—
t
III II 1 11 • 115111111 11111
2 FOR
•
We ave 1 Large
Assortment Of
Christmas Nuts and Candies
C
THIS AD 1j14_11) FROM TAURSDAY, DECEMBER 15th THRU DEC 2411.
) 9 BIG DAYS_{ TO DO YOUR SHOPPDIG
BIG DAYS TO TARE ADVANTAGE OF THESE LOW LOW PRICES — -
$ %III I 01 1 1 I I I II I III1 I III 1
$ • I I• • • t
LA
FR
REELFO
BONELE
Hair
KREY 1
BONELE
Han
FtEELF0
PORK
• Sous
EXTRA
PORK
Steal
REGISTER FOR FREE 191
1967J(
TOIL 61011 850 DH
.1 ,0 EIVANIS'
:
-
ITO BE GIVEN AWAY DECEMBE
NO OBLIGATIONS Just Register When Yi
Drawing Will Be Broadcast On W-E-N-K Di
g NO EMPLOYEES or MEMBERS OF THEIR FAMILIES ARE ELIGIBLE TO
• REGISTER AT ANY E. JAME Set
I I $ I 1 I 1 $ 1 ) 1 1 1 1 v 1 1 1 I I I I
FROM OUR KIT1
Cranberry Salad 16 oz. 49c LAR'Chri:
WITH BROTH 16 oz.
Corn Bread Dressing 
F1 S d 16 oz. 59c Appl
59c Devi
FLORIDA SWEET AND JUICY
ORANGES:
SOUTH FULT01
ECAMES
SUPER
momossomanomman
S LARGE
FRESH
LB.
89c
99c
69c
69c
REELFOOT VISKING
BONELESS - COOKED
KREY - GOURMET
BONELESS - COOKED
Hams lb. $1.09
EXTRA LEAN
PORK
Steak . . . lb. 59c
OR FREE 1967 MUSTANG
wed
T
Ara_
1967./ewila,fig I
TO IL WEI ASV DEC 24 55 Pm
r$4, ptVesti elCitAlfS' .54. ,
• war e.  41A.
CENTER SLICES
TENDERATED
Hams lb. 99c
TENNESSEE (1 Year Old)
COUNTRY Whole -
Hams lb. 99c
REELFOOT
Franks . . lb. 59c
Neck Bones lb. 19c
Fulton, Ky. December 15, 1966 Page 5
BUTT
HALF
5k Lb
SHANK
PORTION
KREY • SMOKED 16 to 20 lb. REELFOOT SMOKED TENDERATEDTENDERATED Whole 14 to 16 lb. Whole or Half
Hams . . • lb. 55c Hams . . . lb. 59c
Swift Premium 14 to 16 lb.
FULLY - COOKED Whole
Hams whole
U. S. CHOICE
T - BONE
lb. 79c
Steak . • . lb. 99c
FRESH
Pig Feel . . lb. 19c
NallESIIIMIMISMUMMIUMNalale
FRUIT PIES
DEL MONTE BIG 46 oz
Fruit Drink 4 for $1.00
ORANGE, GRAPE
CHEER GIANT SIZE
WASHING 
a Powders . . . . 71c
AY DECEMBER 24th AT5:15 P.M.]
Just Register When You Visit Our Store.
icast On W-E-N-K Direct From Our Store.
FAMILIES ARE ELIGIBLE TO REGISTER, MUST BE 18 or OVER TO WIN.
' E. VC JAME SeN SUPER MARKFT •
WITH A ADDITIONAL
$5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO MILK
AND TURKEYS - HAMS
PLUS
QUAL
STAMPS
LIMIT
ONE
• • • 5 LBS.PLEASE
IN OUR KITCHEN4k LARGE SIZE DECORATIVE
Chrisimas Cookies 12 to pkg. _ 39c
59c Deviled Eggs 12 halves _ _ _ 59c
59c Apple Salad Fresh 16 oz. 49c
•
5 Lb.
BAG
1 $ $ I I I 1 I .1 1 1 1 1 1 $ I $
011TH FULTON, TENNESSEE
E 5 AND
PER MARKET
FROZEN 3 - 2 lb. Bags
French Fries $1.00
COOPERS FROZEN 26 oz.
CORN BREAD
Dressing .
.411
. . 59c
•
CANNED
Hams 3 lb. can $2.99
Picnics 3 lb. can $2.69
Hog Jowl lb. 39c
miaiuma
OCOMA — FROZEN
• •
STOKEY'S BIG 46 oz. CAN
TOMATO
Juice 3 for $1.00
KREY 24 oz.
Beef Slew ea. 49c
CAT LIFE 300 Size Cans
Cat Food 10c
HART'S 303 SIZE
Cherries 3 for $1.00
4
 'I"FOR
KY. KERNEL 10 or.
Shelled Pecans 89c
FAB REG. SIZE
Washing Powders 29c
SAUERS 4 or. BOX
BLACK
Pepper . 39c
May We Wish You A Very Merry Christmas
paalla011MIWIMIUMWOCIIMICENill
MAXWELL HOUSE MSS VALUE
1 LB. GROUND COFFEE
PLUS
CORNING WARE PERCOLATOR
LITTLE ANDY
$1.99
OLEO 5-1 lb. Boxes $1.00
WHITE - BROWN 1 Lb. BOXES....._
POWDERED SUGAR 2 for 33c
JACK SPRAT 26 or.
TABLE SALT .
COTTON MAID 15 or. CANS REELFOOT PURE HOG KRAFT 8 oz.
Spray Starch 49c Lard . . 4 lbs. 69c
JONATHAN ALL PURPOSE EATING OR COOKINGppLEs 4 Lb. BAG
LARGE JUICY
TANGERINES 3 doz. 69c
FANCY
PARSLEY 2 bunches 25c
• • • •
. .Box 9c
French Dressin 25c
US. NO. 1 YELLOW
SQUASH !b. 15c
EXTRA-FANCY JUICY MARSHSEEDLESS
GRAPEFRUIT 6 for 39c
C
CELLO
ADI S 3 pkgs 25c
ONIONSGREEN Bunch Mc
Double Quality Stamps
on Wednesday
WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY, DEC. 25th MONDAY, DEC. 26th
1 $ 1 1 1 1 1 11111111 1 1 $ 1 1 $ ) ) 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
11111 t1111It
CANDIES
sweetest
GIFT
under the
tree!
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
1 lb. $1.70 2 lbs. $3.35 3 lbs. $5.00 5 lbs. $8.00
LITTLE AMBASSADORS... finest miniature chocolates
1 lb. $2.25 2 lbs. $4.50
THE GIFT BOX.. chocolates
and butter bons
CITY DRUG
1 $ v $ 1 $ V $ $ $
Murray Man Named
Chairman Of Board
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Members of the Western Ken-
tucky Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Advisory Board Inc.
elected officers for 1967 at a
Thursday meeting held at the
Mayfield Mental Health Center.
Ben Humphreys of Murray
State University was elected
chairman of the board. Dr. Mar-
tin McCullough, of Paducah
was elected vice chairman, and
,David West, of Mayfield, was
elected secretary and treasurer.
Other members elected to the
advisory board included Mrs.
:James Whipple of Hickman
ofts•$,;-
-
Wyler
incaflex
... for that
someone special
Show how much you care!
Give Wyler -beautiful styling
plus Wyler quality workman
ship for precision accuracy.
All Wyler watches have the
exclusive shock resistant
Incaflex balance wheel and
mainspring - guaranteed for
life against shock, replaced
free if ever broken. See our
complete selection ... prices
start at $29.95.(t)
Only witch with
flesible balance wheel
guaranteed for Irfe
against damage front shock
A. 14M gold ladies'
B Self swirsding, waterproof, date
t.'Yellow or wean ladies'
AND
OFF - THE - CAR
JEWELRY STORE
, Thur. - Fri. - Sal. Dec. 15 - 16 -11
WAYNE
SOW BLOX
MR. FARMER: You can purchase some
of your next year's -needs NOW,
and if you pay for them before
January lit they are deductible
from this year's income. Take
advantage of this opportunity!
PROFIT
BUILDER
Selling just one
o more pig from a
sow makes 30%
more profit per fit-
ted... and the New Wayne Sow
Biox Program can cut pig embryo
losses enough to add that extra
pig. New Sow Biox are bite-size
blocks of enriched balanced sow
nutrition. No mixing; just scatter
on ground; each sow gets her fair
share without waste. We will be
glad to show you how the Wayne
Sow Biox program can work for
you. Come In today.
WAYNE
SOW
•
This car will be located at the
BROADWAY STREET SOUTH FULTON
40. 00.10- .110
WAYNE
FEEDS
Grid Star
To Speak At
Youth Rally
FULTON, Ky., -Bill
Glass, the Cleveland Browns'
255-pound defensive end, will
speak at the Baptist Association-
al Youth Rally to be held at the
First Baptist Church In Fulton
on Monday. Dec. 19, at 7:30 p.m.
Glass is 31 years old. He was
an All-American at Baylor Uni-
versity and is generally consid-
ered one of the outstanding de-
fensive linemen in the National
Football League.
He studied religion in college
and has completed postgraduate
work at Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Fort
Worth. He expects eventually
to enter some kind of Christian
youth work. He spent consid-
erable time working as a volun-
teer with boys at Wayne County
Juvenile Home while in Detroit.
He and his wife, Mavis, have
two sons, Billy, 8, and Bob, 6
His home is in Fort Worth.
An assoclational youth choir
drawn from around the county
will provide the music. The
youth choir will practice at Lib-
erty Baptist Church Dec. 18 at
2 p.m.
Miller Speaks At
Junior Woman's
Club Party
FULTON, Ky., The Christmas
meeting of the Junior Woman's
Club was held Tuesday night at
a husband and wife dinner in
the Terrace Room of the Part
Terrace.
Mrs. Bob Peterson. Program
leader, introduced the speaker,
Robert 0. Miller, county atter.
ney of Murray, who gave an in-
spiring talk entitled, "What Am
I7"
There were about 50 present
with the following guests: Mr.
Miller of Murray, the Rev. and
Mrs. James Best, Messrs. and
Mesdames Bill Stokes, Richard
Gossum, Ladd Stokes, Robert
Van Doren and Johnny Jones.
Preceding the dinner, Mn.
Michael Hamra, president, wel-
comed the members and guests
and two new members, Mrs.
Ronnie Shelton and Mrs. Wesley
Thompson.
Mrs. Charles Wade Andrews
and Mrs. Charles Milford served
as hostesses.
Classes Plan
Joint Reunion
FULTON, Ky. - Three Fulton
High School classes, 1546, 1947
and 1948 are planning a joint re-
union here next July. A meeting
of several local members of the
classes was held for the purpose
of compiling a mailing list of all
the class members.
Hospital Directors
At Clinton Reelected
CLINTON, Ky., -All
pembers of the board of dlrec-
brs of the Clinton and Hickman
County Hospital have been re-
elected.
The directors are Willis R.
Hilliard, D. J. Craddock, Ed-
ward Bugg, P. H. Porter, Henry
Alexander, Grover Bur ket t,
John B. Evans, Phillip M. Rin-
go, William Shaw, Mac Ward
and Earl Warren.
All officers also have been re-
elected as follows: Willis R.
Hilliard, chairman of the board;
D. J. Cradodck, vice chairman;
Edward Bugg, secretary; P. W
Porter, treasurer.
The hospital was the recipient
this week of a $1,000 donation
toward Its building fund con-
tributed by Charlie W. Moss of
El Paso, Tex., a former Hick-
man County resident. Plans call
for the addition of an annex to
the present hospital in the near
future.
Fulton, Ky. December 15, 1966 Page 6
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Our curioard is running over wi/A eArts.iine.1
Idea st eon,. in and 4••oise Ar• our IfelPnity
--- Open 7 4.4. M/1141 k WC CO4 iwr.p 
re-r•-•,0-k-N-re-ro,
Ilvtletutare
GIFT, ANTIQUE IL HOME FURNISHING SHOP
PHONE 479-214.1_   SOUTH FULTON. TENS.
472-18111 Open 6,45 PM
FULTON/
Friday - Saturday
Double Feature!
(A)
• TwE LAST
OF ME RCM
AGENTS?
-1' 
Co-Featurel (A-MY-Y)
15 iOa (0005
Sunday Thru Tuesday
(NCA)
DOTTIE
WEST
!SIN
ROAD TO
NASHVILLE
With 60 GREAT STARS hawk,
• MARTY ROMIG *
 • JOHNNY LA1N
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Gifts For Ladies
LADIES
PURSES
Sig Assortment To Choose F rove
$2.00 and up
LADIES HOLIDAY
DRESSES
$5.00 up to $15.00
Just the Style You Will Like
LADIES
BLOUSES
$2.00 up to $4.00
A Lovely Gift
MEN'S
DRESS SHIRTS
$2.50 to $4.00
Permanent Press, Regular or
Tab Cellar. Size 1442 to 17
MEWS
TIES
$1.00 and $2.00
Just the Style and Color
,
,. • •1, •••:
• v4,:t
2'.4•J•
FOR HOLIDAY NIGHTS
GOWNS AND N's
Choose from a wide selection of
fabrics and comfortable styles
in soft pastels and pretty prints.
Siaes for all
w•nwsri.
$2. and up.
Perfect
Flannel
100% ACETATE TRICOT
FANCY PANTIES
Give several pairs of these light-
weight, smooth fitting, long
wearing panties. Elastic leg.
Lovely lace trim. White, black,
red and pastels. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8.
REAL VALUE!
7. • a
MEN'S
PAJAMAS
$3.00
or Broadcloth. All Sixes
MEN'S
SPORT SHIRTS _
One Big Group
$3.00 and $4.00
Permanent Press Solids and Plaids
Gifts For Youngsters
BOY'S
SWEATERS
$4.00 to $6.00
Slipover or C•rdlgane. Sig Assortment
GIRLS HOLIDAY
DRESSES
$4.00 aid $6.00
Thaw An Pretty
Ideal Gift
SEE OUR BIG ASSORTMENT
OF CLOCKS, POLE LAMPS,
and other Appliances.
Stuffed Toys and Dols.
ALL SO WELL PRICED TOO
FREE GIFT and
WRAPPING.
Make HIRSCHS Your
Christmas Shopping
Headquarters
Page 6
"*.
IT
TIES
co light-
I, long
tic lug.
, block,
6, 7, 8.
.9C
wl
•
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For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
CHRISTMAS special! We hang
all door mirrors and mantel mir-
rors free of charge within the
Fulton and South Fulton corpor
ate limits. Call your orders in
early! Fulton Paint and Glass
Company
CONVALESCENT ITE1dS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 4792362.
PIANOS FOR CHRISTMAS
Low overhead terms. Reed Musis
Manor, Benton, Ky., Route 3. Open
evenings, Sunday 1:30 to 7 p.
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in table/ or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
OWE FOR CHRISTMAS a beau-
tiful Hammond organ or Wurlitzer,
Everett or Steinway piano. Call
Mrs. L. C. Logan 472-2405, repre-
sentative for Jaco's of Jackson.
a)f%
With a refreshing meal
at the Dan i Cream!
Tis The Season For
BARBE-OUE - CHILI -
BURGERS -
FINE SANDWICHES
FABULOUS DESERTS
CREAM
SANDWICH
Call in service
Where
Your Business
Is A
Upjohn
SHOP 
Phone 472-3657
Thank You, Billy Gilbert
Cold?
Temporarily relieve
symptoms of the
common cold and
reduce the
risk of lung
congestion with
Pyrroxate®
COLD CAPSULES
This is the only cold capsule which
contains Orthoxine. — a specific
bronchodilator — to help expand
air passages in the lungs and de-
congest to promote freer breath-
ing while other ingredients relieve
sneezing, stuffiness and muscular
aches and pains.
SOUTHSIDE
DRUG COMPANY
125 E. State Line 479-2262
Do Your Christmas Shopping
The Easy Way .... Give
A Subscription To
THE FULTON NEWS
One Full Year - -52 Weeks
JUST
$2.00
New Or Renewals In The 20-Mile
Area Around Fulton
(This Does Not Apply To Subscriptions
For The Bicycle Promotion.)
Remember Your Relatives And
Friends The Whole Year Through
...It's Like A Letter From Home.
OFFER EXPIRES January 1, 19617
Oe K.-ENTER AY SUBSCRIPTION TO THE Fulton News
My Name
City 
State
R. F. D. or Street
Enclosed Is Chick
 
Zip Code No 
Now
Send Gift Card:
TO
From
Money Order
(Chock One)
Cast,
Roriswai
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
2 New J•mison Medallion
twin-size innorspring mat-
tress's; Savo $10 each
Each $49 95
2 Hollywood bed sulfite,
comploto with springs,
mattr  each . $35.00
Ashley wood heater, void-
1 season .. . $30.00
Bronci-now wood— boater.- 5711.1111
2 old divans, fair covers,
ouch  
_ $10.
1 Niro coal hooter 
...-...
Now living room chair 149.95
Cushion floor — $2.25 Sq. Yard
2 Now hollywood bod head-
boards, unfinished; $10 each or
both for 815.
2-Rofrigorators in working
order, loch
Consols. Shd browse around; we
how loke bargains not serer-
timid!
WADE'S USED
Furniture Stor•
Sutton Phone 472-3421'
ItIlt111111tttitlItt It t 1,1 I $ 1 1 1 I
HAPPY'S
SEE HAPPY FOR
Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles
Give Something To Share - - Visit Happy's
GIFT SIM CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation To Ladies
HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
COMMERCIAL AVENUE (Formerly known as Church SO
—Fulton. Ky. —
,IIIIII t $$ 111 1 IIII$11$$i111$$1 ,,
PARTY APRON—The
straight-cut tunic apron
takes on party airs in this
sophisticated version. White
cotton pique is the fabric
choice for this dressy-look-
ing style. The scooped neck-
line is garnished with black
Cotton ball braid, and single
balls are stitched to the side
ties.
Saw You Saw It
Advertised In
THE SHOPPER
Ulm -i1Wmiunoulmossa—mm
MARTIN
SE HOUR
PAINTS
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
3$4 WITH
r
‘rwt.v•tamvvvw
I;
501 LIQUORS
avmvaxvx-vazvxmv:xAgx-vx-vxvsky
MAKE THIS
Christmas g
SOMETHING SPECIAL g
ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR TV 54
Immediate Delivery I.Goou Selection on our Floor to Clbtos• From
Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color
Pictures Ever!
And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.60 A WEEK
GRETSCH and HARMONY
Guitars - Amplifiers - Supplies
WOOD & PRUITT TV
Walnut Street Phone 472-3704 Fulton
- 3.4.1Scr4tre.AV.ILVAVAVXL-VX-VXVXVie
aid  
P 's Liquor Store
—CONVENIENT
LOCATION
—PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING
OUTSIDE SERVICE
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME!
LIQUOR, GIN,
RUM, WINE
COLD BEER
By The Bottle
Or
By The Case
PHONE 4n-2831 MAYFIELD HIGHWAY FULTON, KY.
K. P. DALTON, SR. K. P. DALTON, JR
CANDIES
sweetest
GIFT
under the
tree!
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
1 lb. $1.70 2 lbs. $3.35 3 lbs. $5.00 5 lbs. $8.00
LITTLE AMBASSADORS... finest miniature chocolates
1 lb. $2.25 2 lbs. $4.50
THE GIFT BOX.. chocolates
and butter bons
1/2 lbs. $2.60
2% lbs. $3.75
CITY DRUG
Murray Man Named
Chairman Of Board
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Members of the Western Ken-
tucky Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Advisory Board Inc.
elected officers for 1967 at a
Thursday meeting held at the
Mayfield Mental Health Center.
Ben Humphreys of Murray
State University was elected
chairman of the board. Dr. Mar-
tin McCullough, of Paducah
was elected vice chairman, and
,David West, of Mayfield, was
elected secretary and treasurer.
Other members elected to the
advisory board included Mrs.
,James Whipple of Hickman
Wyler
incaflex
... for that
someone special
Show how much you care!
Give Wyler -- beautiful styling
plus Wyler quality workman-
ship for precision accuracy.
All Wyler watches have the
exclusive shock resistant
Incaflex balance wheel and
mainspring - guaranteed for
life against shock, replaced
free if ever broken. See our
complete selection ... prices
start at $29.95.
On4 watch with
flexible balance wheel
guaranteed for life
against damage from shock
A. 145 gold ladies'
8 Self-winding, waterproof, date
C. 5e110w or white ladies'
ANDREWS
OFF - THE-CAR
IJEWELRY STORE
SALE
Thur. - Fri. - Sat. Dec. 15 - 16 -17
WAYNE
SOW BLOX
SPECIAL DISCOUNT -
OFF THE CAR!
MR. FARMER: You can purchase some
of your next year's needs NOW,
and if you pay for them before
January 1st they are deductible
from this year's income. rye
advantage of this opportu I
new
HOG
P ROFIT
BUILDER
Selling Just one
more pig from a
sow makes 30%
more profit per lit-
ter! ... and the New Wayne Sow
Blox Program can cut pig embryo
losses enough to add that extra
pig. New Sow Blox are bite-size
blocks of enriched balanced sow
nutrition. No mixing; Just scatter
on ground; each sow gets her fair
share without waste. We will be
glad to show you how the Wayne
Sow Blox program can work for
you. Corns In today.
WAY111
SOW
BLOX
•
This car will be located at the
BUTTS MILLING CO.
WAYNE
FEEDS
Grid Star
To Speak At
Youth Rally
FULTON, Ky. -Bill
Glass. the Cleveland Bnierns'
255-pound defensive end, will
speak at the Baptist Association-
al Youth Rally to be held at the
First Baptist Church in Fulton
on Monday, Dec. 19, at 7:38 p.m.
Glass is 31 years old. He was
an All-American at Baylor Uni-
versity and is generally consid-
ered one of the outstanding de-
fensive linemen in the National
Football League.
He studied religion in college
and has completed postgraduate
work at Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Fort
Worth. He expects eventually
to enter some kind of Christian
youth work. He spent consid-
erable time working as a volun-
teer with boys at Wayne County
Juvenile Home while in Detroit.
He and his wife, Mavis, have
two sons, Billy, 8, and Bob, 6.
His home is in Fort Worth.
An associational youth choir
drawn from around the county
will provide the music. The
youth choir will practice at Lib-
erty Baptist Church Dec. 18 at
2 p.m.
Miller Speaks At
Junior Woman's
Club Party
FULTON, Ky., The Christmas
meeting of the Junior Woman's
Club was held Tuesday night at
a husband and wife dinner In
the Terrace Room of the Park
Terrace.
Mrs. Bob Peterson, program
leader, Introduced the speaker.
Robert 0. Miller, county attor-
ney of Murray, who gave an In-
spiring talk entitled, "What Am
17"
There were about 50 present
with the following guests: Mr.
Miller of Murray, the Rev. and
Mrs. James Best, Messrs. and
Mesdames Bill Stokes, Richard
Gossum, Ladd Stokes, Robert
Van Doren and Johnny Jones.
Preceding the dinner, Mrs.
Michael Honors, president, wel-
comed the members and guests
and two new members, Mrs.
Ronnie Shelton and Mrs. Wesley
Thompson.
Mrs. Charles Wade Andrews
and Mrs. Charles Binford served
as hostesses.
Classe8 Plan
Joint Reunion
FULTON, Ky. - Three Fulton
High School classes, 1816, 1917
and 1948 are planning a joint re
union here next July. A meeting
of several local members of the
classes was held for the purpose
of compiling a mailing list of at
the class members.
Dial 472-101 Op ea II:45 PM
• • •
HILTON /
Friday - Saturday
Double Feature!
(A)
• • r •
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Co-Feature! (A-MY-Y
Sunday Thru Tumidity
(NCA)
DOTTIE
IS IN
ROAD TO
NASHVILLE
leis 60 GREAT STARSsisbmg
61m aosrni*
,41; MANY CAIN
Hospital Directors
At Clinton Reelected
CLINTON, Ky.. -All
"'embers of the board of dime-
Toes the Clinton and Hickman
County Hospital have been re-
elected.
The directors are Willis R.
Hilliard, D. J. Craddock, Ed-
ward Bugg, P. H. Porter, Henry
Alexander, Grover Burkett,
John B. Evans, Philip M. Rin-
go, William Shaw, Mac. Ward
and Earl Warren.
All officers also have been re-
elected as follows: Willis R.
Hilliard, chairman of the board;
D. J. Cradodck, vice chairman;
Edward Bugg, secretary; P. H:
Porter, treasurer.
The hospital was the recipient
this week of a 81,000 donation
toward its building fund con-
tributed by Charlie W. Moss of
El Paso, Tex., a former Hick-
man County resident. Plans call
for the addition of an annex to
the present hospital in the near
future.
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, Gifts For Ladies
LADIES
PURSES
elg Assortment To Choose Frani
$2.00 and op
LADIES HOLIDAY
DRESSES
$5.00 up to $15.06
Just the Style You Will Like
LADIES
BLOUSES
$2.00 up to $4.00
A Lovely Gift
*.sq,1%.,.*`,P.A.114471
* L t,e t • •!: : lg. .4' Al, 141:4
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FOR HOLIDAY NIGHTS
GOWNS AND pies
Choose from a wide selection of
fabrics and comfortable •tyles
in soh pastels and pretty prowls
Srects for all
women
$2. and up
A Perfect Gift
100% ACETATE TRICOT
FANCY PANTIES
Give several pairs of these light-
weight, smooth fitting, long
wearing panties. Elastic leg.
Lovely lace trim. White, black,
red and pastels. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8.
•
••
Gifts For Men
MEN'S
DRESS SHIRTS
$2.50 to $4.00
Permanent Press, Regular or
Tab Collar. Shy 141/2 to 17.
MEN'S
TIES
$1.00 and $2.00
Just the Style and Color
REAL VALUE!
41. • 0 • -.$.'!L.' 
MEN'S
PAJAMAS
$3.00
Pl•mei or Broadcloth. All Sites
MEN'S
SPORT SHIRTS
One Big Group
$3.00 and $4.00
Permanent Press Solids and Plaids
idial Gift
Gifts For Youngsters
BOY'S
SWEATERS
$4.00 to $6.00
Slipover or C•rdlgans. Big Assortment
GIRLS HOLIDAY
DRESSES
$4.00 and $6.00
Theo. Are Pretty
11..5.5• A.• 
SEE OUR BIG ASSORTMENT
OF CLOCKS, POLE LAMPS,
and other Appliances.
Stuffed Toys and Dols.
ALL SO WELL PRICED TOO
FREE GIFT and
WRAPPING.
Make HIRSCHS Your
Christmas Shopping
Headquarters
P. N. HIRSCH Ek CO. sr
vi
FLdt
1
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SSIF1ED
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
CHRISTMAS special! We hang
all door mirrors and mantel mir-
rors free of charge wiadn the
Fulton and South Fulton corpor
ate limits. Call your orders in
early! Fulton Paint and Glass
Company
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, cfutches. walkers,
etc are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262.
PIANOS FOR CHRISTMAS
Low overhead terms. Reed Huai.
Manor, Benton, Ky., Route 2. Open
evenings, Sunday 1:30 to 7 p. m.
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS a beau-
tiful Hammond organ or Wurlitzer,
Everett or Steinway piano. CallFurniture Company Mrs. L. C. Logan 472-2405, repre-
sentative for Jaco's of Jackson. _
i•jj)
DARI- CREAM
;4:
"m1M11
With a refreshing
at the Deli Cream!
meal
Tis The Season For
BARBE-OUE - CHILI.
BURGERS.
FINE SANDWICHES
FABULOUS DESERTS
SANDWICH
Call In service
While 
Your Business
Is Appreaa1
SHOP 
Phone 472-3657
Thank You, Billy Gilbert
Upjohn
Ad!ii
Prude
Cold?
Temporarily relieve
symptoms of the
common cold and
reduce the
risk of lung
congestion with
Pyrroxate®
COLD CAPSULES
This is the only cold capsule which
contains Orthoxine. — a specific
bronchodilator — to help expand
air passages in the lungs and de-
congest to promote freer breath-
ing while other ingredients relieve
sneezing, stuffiness and muscular
aches and pains.
SOUTHSIDE
DRUG. COMPANY
125 E. State Line 479-2262
Do Your Christmas Shopping
The Easy Way .... Give
A Subscription To
THE FULTON NEWS
One Full Year -- 52 Weeks
JUST
$2.00
New Or Renewals In The 20-Mile
Area Around Fulton
(This Does Not Apply To Subscriptions
For The Bicycle Promotion.)
Remember Your Relatives And
Friends The Whole Year Through
...D's Like A Letter From Home.
OFFER EXPIRES January 1, 19617
0. Ks—ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION TO THE Fulton News
My Name
City 
State  Zip Code No 
R. F. D. or Street
Enclosed 18 Chsck
New _
Send Gift Card:
TO
From
Money Order
(Check One)
Cash
Renewal
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
2 New Jamison Medallion
tWin-slx• innerspring mat.
tresses; Save S10 eath
Each $49.95
2 Hollywood bed outfits,
complete with springs,
mattr  each ._ $35.00
Ashley wood heater, said
I sooson 
 $30.00
Brand-new wood heater $711.811
2 old divans, fair covers,
each 
 
 $10.
1 New coal heater 
Hew living room Asir PSIS
Cushion floor — $2.2.5 Sq. Yard
2 New hollywood bed head-
boards, unfinished; $10 each or
both for $15.
2-Refrigeraters in ~kin 
order, oach 
Corn. In and browse around; we
have lets ef bargains net adver-
tised!
wRurs USED
Furniture Store
Futtoin Phone 472-3421
${111II'
HAPPY'S
SEE HAPPY FOR
Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles
Give Samethhig To Share - - Visit Happy's
GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation To Ladies
HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
COMMERCIAL AVENUE (Formerly lmowu as Church St.)
— Fulton. Ky.-
11$11.11 1 1111ff I fit III'
TY APRON—The
straight-cut tunic apron"..-1
takes on party airs in this
sophisticated version. White
otton pique is the fabric
choice for this dressy-look-
ing style. The scooped neck-
line IS garnished with black
cotton bell braid, and single
balls are stitched to the side
ties.
Saw You Saw It
Advertised In
THE SHOPPER
111immi—wilidlitainitiminacass
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE co.
r
rn.i.tvt.)k
tivxmax-vx-vatvx-v==x-vmvx4my
MAKE THIS
Christmas
'A SOMETHING SPECIAL g
WITH
ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR TY1 Immediate Deliveryl-G000 Selection on our Floor to Chaos* FromN
N Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color g
g Pictures Ever! g
N i
5•1 And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.60 A WEEK 4
4 GRETSCH and HARMONY il
14Guitars - Amplifiers - Supplies
WOOD & PRUITT TY
Walnut Street Phone.472-3704xvFulton ft
a l's Liquor Store
—
CONVENIENT
LOCATION
—PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING
OUTSIDE SERVICE
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME!
Bv•
.114M441
Liam, GIN,
RUM, WINE
0
COLD BEER
By Tie Bottle
Or
By The Casec
PRONE 472-2831 KAYFLELD HIGHWAY FULTON, BY,
K. P. DALTON, SR. K. P. DALTON, JR
Fulton, Ky. December 15, 1966
Girls Return from Trip to
1 4-H Congress in Chicago
11
Egon Watson
Two girls who are handy with
needle have returned from
their award trips to the Nationkl
:4 it Club Congress in Chicago.
s. Mary Caspar, state dress revue
/winner, modeled her formal en.
isemble in the Grand Ballroom
'of the Conrad Hilton for the
more than 2,000 persons attend
ing the congress. Ellen Watson,
state home improvement cham-
pion. was treated to a tour of
the Merchandise Mart. Their
M•ry C•spe
Page 8
sponsors were Simplicity Pat-
tern Co. Inc. and The S&H
Foundation, Inc.. respectively.
Miss Caspar, 18, is the daugh
ter of Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Caspar
of Paducah. In her eight years
of clothing projects she has
made 134 garments, winning
many purple and blue ribbons
in McCracken County, district
and state contests.
Her winning costume was
made up of a floor-length silver
and green satin brocaue evening
coat and an empire dress with a
bodice matching the coat, a skirt
of white crepe with a metallic
thread, and green satin accents.
A freshman at Paducah Jun.
ior College, she is studying busi-
ness and Wads to continue with
studies in home economics. She
has been president of her 4-H
Club four times.
Miss Watson, the 15-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Watson of Lynn Grove, has car-
ried a home improvement proj-
ect each of her five years in 4-H.
She has re-done her brother's
HALF PRICE VIOL
Regular $2.00 Load
of DRY CLEANING
ONLY
•
THURS FBI - SAT. ONLY!
Happy Day
COIN - OPERATED
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
CENTER Martin HighwaySouth Fulton
room, the kitchen, and her own
room twice. The articles she has
made or refinished have won
n blue ribbons at county, dis-
trict and state fairs.
Each girl has her mother for
a 4 H leader and each has given
junior leadership herself. They
were selected for their honors
by the Cooperative Extension
Service, which directs 4-H work.
220 LAKE
Saw You Saw It
Advertised In
THE SHOPPER
LOSE WEIGHT
Oat amazing result. when you take
our product called SLIMODEX. No
prescription needed. You mutt lose
ugly tat or your money back.
SLIMODEX is • tablet and •••111
swallowed. No starving, no special
•x•rclee. no harmful drugs. SLIMO-
DEX costs 13.00 end Is sold on this
GUARANTEE: If not satisfied for any
reason. Just return the unused portion
to your druggiet and get your full
money back. SLISIODEX is sold by:
EVANS DRUG STORE, Fulton — Mail
Orders Filled
'WE SPECIALIZE IN SERVICE"
ASHIIND__
AUTO - LITE BATTERIES
— Reg. $23.95
— Guaranteed 2 Years
Special! $19.95
—FIELDS ASHLAND SERVICE
choose your favorite accent...
in our A11=1-10ME t_COICS:
A fluff of fur, a soft satin
bow, elegant Gold braid or
a colorful quilted effect,
these are the accents for our
new collection of slippers!
Whatever style tickles your
fancy, plain or decorative,
you'll find it here, priced
from 3.99 to $5.99
cilightimero
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE 
esuzettitA
B„jolutsoit/eave)t
r
,.......,.......,..,....1 r.............
1 9 x 12g g ig 1 13 inch GE
II Braided Rugs i 1 Portable TelevisionI $29.95 I iIL,...............1,_L,......, MMMMM issiamm
3 Piece
I Luggage Set
$92.50 L$29.95 j
r 3•1118811•0 Mi 1•11111111111 1•0111.4 NOM INS1•191 111*111•1111/1111111/16$0101111 111111101/1“11U/IML11411
Speed Queen Innerspring
IAutomatic Washer g Mattress le Box Spring
$178.88 I I $39.95 SetThe
siseassusinsonotasmasiessaussmase MmusesseaumnserrismumnassmonsuramessassA
iDeluxe Boys or GirlsBanana Bicycle$38.88
Mellelhailleallselattraltrea
v-
Reclining Chair
$38.88
FREE DELIVERY • EASY TERMS
4 PIECE
$379.95
WITH
TRADE
TRIPLE DRESSER
5 DRAWER CHEST
BED
COMMODE NIGHT STAND
Admiral
Clock Radio
$13.50
1•111X/113111MMILIMUltiml
2
-Piece Vinyl
Living Room Suite
$88.88
Phons
472-1501
